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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

There is a fierce gun, it is not gold,  

Ganja still strongly sticks on my collar.  

In other case I would seized Iraq’s treasures.  

A voice came from the World:  

– O slave, that's enough fun!  

Who is Nizami, and where is Ganja.  

Sheikh Nizami Ganjavi 

 

Historic-cultural heritage and state policy:  

Balanced development model based on multicultural values 

 

In Azerbaijan 2018 has declared the Year of the 100th 

anniversary of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, the first 

capital of which was the city Ganja [161, p. 9–12].  

Ganja, that has minimum 4000 years history, is the native 

land of great Azerbaijani poet and thinker Sheikh Nizami Ganjavi 

(1141–1209), such genius persons as Mahsati Ganjavi – the first 

thinker woman, who lived in XI–XII centuries, so women poet-

esses as Raziya Ganjavi (XI–XII centuries), Siti Ganjavi, 

Dokhtary Khatiby Ganja, Dokhtary Hakimi Gav, the great Abul-

Ula Ganjavi, Omar Ganjavi, Asad Ganjavi, Abu Bakr, Abu Hafs 

Ganjavi, who lived in XI–XIII centuries, Mirza Shafi Vazeh 

(XIX century) and during passage point of Zoroastrian, moslim, 

and christian civilization, also location on the Silk Way from 

West to East, from North to South, suitable natural-geografical 

conditions, rich soil, mild climate, plentiful rivers, also talented 

and gifted people of Ganja played exceptional role for developing 

in Azerbaijan science and culture history [23, p. 9; 30, p. 7–8].  

Ganja is located on the ancient caravan routes, so merchants, 

travelers, scientists and cultural workers from different countries 

of the world visited Ganja, and first of all, their visiting helped our 

nation to integrate their spiritual values to all mankind civiliza-
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tions. Also in XI century, during the Arab Caliphate flowering, 

the great thinker Gatran Tabrizi’s population in Ganja shows, that 

Ganja has become a major center of culture and science in the 

Muslim East [164, p. 6705–6706; 169, p. 2291–2292]. 

In our country 2016 has declared the Year 

of Multiculturalism, 2017 the Year of Islamic solidarity and amid 

the crises and tensions existing in the world.  

The national policy is considered by the government, 

the society of this country and, of course, their counterparts 

abroad as a best implement for building peace, stability and 

prosperity around the globe. 

Architectural traditions of ancient and modern Ganja have an 

importance as the multiculturalism sample from the point of his-

toric-cultural view. This city has ancient and rich historical past, 

here there is one of the main and ancient historical monuments 

of Muslim East civilization – Imamzada tomb. This important 

monument is situated 7 kilometers from the city of Ganja, on the 

right shore of Ganjachai river. Imamzade complex is one the main 

symbols of Ganja city and important example of medieval 

architecture of Azerbaijan [161, p. 10–12, 14–16; 169, p. 2291–

2292]. 

At the present time, as one of the most valued places of pil-

grimage of the Islamic world, Imamzade tomb-complex in Ganja 

is a sacred place for local population, as well as pilgrims that 

come from different foreign countries. Imamzade mausoleum, sit-

uated in one of the ancient scientific and cultural centers – Ganja 

State History-Culture Reserve, was built in 739, on site 

of the grave of mevlana Ibrahim. Imamzade means “the descend-

ant of imam,” “from the family lineage of imam” [209; 214]. 

The historic monument of Ganja – Imamzade tomb-complex 

attracts the attention of a number of features from the point 

of multiculturalism view: 

Ganja Imamzade is an important pilgrimage shrine. This place 

is visited by thousands of people every year.  

It should be noted that the number of visitors is increasing 

every year as well as foreign countries. Interesting fact is that non-

Muslims are also among that memorial [30, p. 14–21]. 
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The mausoleum, built around the grave of mevlana Ibrahim in 

the VIII century, was enlarged in the XIV–XVI centuries, and 

subsidiary buildings around it were erected in the XVII–XVIII 

centuries. The tomb is the most important part of the Imamzade 

complex.  

Another designation for Imamzade, also known as the Goy (or 

Blue) Imam Turbe, according to different sources can be related 

to ancient belief of the Azerbaijanis to Goy Tanrı, from whom 

the Turkic dynasties claimed to be descended [164, p. 6705–

6706]. 

Ganja Imamzade is a very valuable, ancient epigraphic mon-

ument. The inscription on the monument of great importance and 

recordings are available. This historical monument is an important 

source of investigation of traditional ethnographic view 

of the valuable of Azerbaijan people, national and moral values. 

The area of Imamzade complex was included in the property of 

the descendants of Nizami Ganjavi, the great Azerbaijani poet and 

philosopher. Through the centuries, people carried and protected 

this sacred site. Ganja Imamzade have the value as an important 

source of research of the genealogical history of the people [23, 

p. 12–19, 30–32, 41–50]. 

Thus, as a result of the analysis of ancient manuscripts and 

historical documents it was determined that, a prominent thinker 

and poet Nizami Ganjavi, as representatives of the owners of the 

private land owner of the monument over the long term and their 

graves have been preserved to this day in the cemetery near 

the monument Imamzade. 

Secular Azerbaijan is a country of openness and tolerance, 

ready to maintain and develop the traditions of multiculturalism 

taking roots from the inter-religious and inter-civilization 

dialogue, and equal respect for the representatives of different 

religions, languages, cultures and races. Such mentality results in 

the launch of unique project which has had a serious impact on 

integration processes, for teaching the subject of Azerbaijani 

multiculturalism at the leading universities around the globe 

should be considered as a huge step towards a more global inter-

cultural development [23, p. 12–19; 30, p. 17–18]. 
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Young people who have scientific interests in Oriental studies 

have had an opportunity to get acquainted with the successful 

model of Azerbaijan’s Multiculturalism, get to learn more about 

the heritage of this country, about its influence on the world’s 

literature, history, economics and geo-politics [169, p. 2290].  

The subject of Azerbaijani multiculturalism has been taught at 

some most ancient and prestigious universities of Germany, Italy, 

Lithuania, Bulgaria, Georgia, Russia, Czech Republic and Belarus 

[209]. 

These include: 

1. The Sapienza University of Rome (the largest European 

university by enrollments (the third if considering also 

the distance learning schools) and one of the oldest in history, 

founded in 1303). 

2. The University of Sofia (St. Kliment Ohridski) (the oldest 

higher education institution in Bulgaria, founded in 1888) [184, 

p. 34]. 

3. The University of Lisbon (the largest university in 

Portugal. The history of the university dates back to the 13th 

century.). 

4. Charles University in Prague (the oldest and largest 

university in the Czech Republic). 

5. The University of Augsburg (one of the new, modern uni-

versities in Bavaria founded in 1970. It offers a wide range of ac-

ademic programs.). 

6. The Albert Ludwig University of Freiburg (founded in 

1457 by the Habsburg dynasty, one of the oldest universities in 

Germany). 

7. Gadjah Mada University (it is the oldest and largest institu-

tion of higher education in Indonesia) and some others [164, 

p. 6705–6706].  

Having analyzed a lot of information on official web-sites 

of these universities, having used the web-sites of various news-

agencies, I managed to follow the success of the campaign and the 

amazing results of the interaction between Baku International 

Multiculturalism Centre and the universities involved in co-

operation. 
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Having studied the opinions of rectors, professors, the stu-

dents, who were all involved in this project, and statistics, I came 

to the conclusion that this project brought about both closer inte-

gration between Azerbaijan and other countries, and also between 

research and higher education.  

Many students claimed that the issue of multiculturalism and 

the model of the latter in Azerbaijan had become one of their main 

scientific interests and they are planning to work on their PhDs 

using the knowledge and skills they had gained. 

For me Azerbaijan’s model of multiculturalism is not only 

the best national policy but also a huge area for research to build 

prosperity and stability. The comparatively new term “multicul-

turalism” is a wonderful issue to study for Azerbaijan’s model 

proves to have been working for centuries already [170, p. 9137]. 

Modern multicultural societies develop on the deliberate poli-

cy of multiculturalism based on the cultural strategies. The 

demonstration of this is a development of Azerbaijan Republic, 

where develop representatives of different nations, which inte-

grate into the national culture of Azerbaijan. Rejecting of multi-

culturalism does not promise anything good, because this path 

leads through the development of disagreement, phobia, ethnic 

and religious conflicting of the world [208; 214]. 

Multiculturalism is an important instrument of cultures and 

civilizations. It is impossible to respect and have a tolerant atti-

tude to the representatives of other cultures without learning their 

nature, history and achievements. And it is far from the reality to 

have mutual understanding and establish a dialogue between cul-

tures and civilizations in this case.  

What is tolerance and multiculturalism? In fact, this means 

humanity. If we can attitude with humanity to the religion, culture 

and history of each other, it means that we live in multicultural 

societies [155, p. 377; 169, p. 2291–2292]. 

Azerbaijan from this point of view can not only present their 

Multicultural Society, but also can be an example for the world in 

this field. In various countries in the world are trying to study 

the practice of multiculturalism in Azerbaijan [211; 213]. 
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Azerbaijan is a country where coexist different religions. And 

the representatives of these religions have always lived in peace, 

friendship and cooperation.  

All religious monuments in Azerbaijan restore. Atashkah 

(temple of fire-worshipers) in Baku is the historical past of 

the Azerbaijani people and it is a monument of Zoroaster 

(the founder of the religion of fire-worshipers) period. Along with 

the restoration of old religious monuments also built the mosques, 

synagogues and churches.  

Above-mentioned demonstrates the development of the Azer-

baijani society; it is also an indicator of the state policy here.  

So that Azerbaijan is a part of the Islamic world is located at 

the crossroads of East and West, and is considered as the largest 

Muslim republic in the Caucasus [67, p. 1699–1700]. 

The people of Azerbaijan as well as other peoples of the Cau-

casus have always been loyal to his moral and religious values, 

and approach to their traditions with respect. In spite of the fact 

that the majority of the Muslim population of Azerbaijan compos-

es Shiites, Azerbaijan is also home for members of other religions 

and different ethnic groups. Tolerance and respect to national mi-

norities has been since ancient times, it comes from the time 

of the Great Silk Road to our times. And this attitude composes 

the foundation of our country. After acquisition of independence, 

Azerbaijan has increased the number of men and women from 

the national minorities who hold high positions in the government 

of Azerbaijan. 

The incidents which happen during the destruction of the So-

viet Union become a serious examination for religious and nation-

al tolerant traditions of Azerbaijan. In this period Armenians 

which occupied more than twenty percent (20 %) of Azerbaijani 

territory realized a policy of ethnic cleansing which results by 

more than a million refugees in Azerbaijan.  

Despite that representatives of civilian population were killed 

and expelled from their homes, a principle to live in peace and 

side by side is one of the main principles of Azerbaijan society.  
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Even despite the fact that twenty years passed after the begin-

ning of the war in Nagorno-Karabakh, Azerbaijani society contin-

ues to maintain harmony between religious and ethnic groups. 

Living together of Muslims and Jews in Azerbaijan can be 

a model for the whole world. The fact that the only Jewish settle-

ment which is located outside of Israel called the Girmizi Gesebe 

(Red Town) located in Guba region of Azerbaijan regards as 

the pride for Azerbaijan [210; 211]. 

One more factor which unites Muslims and Jews of Guba re-

gion is a tragic incident happened in 1918–1919. At that time 

members of the Armenian nationalist party named “dashnaksitun” 

derives ruthless mass extermination of Jews and Azerbaijanis 

[199, 1. 36].  

Azerbaijan people and the Islamic religion played an im-

portant role in preserving the culture of tolerance between differ-

ent religions and ethnic groups up to date on this territory [30, 

p. 7–11]. 

Preservation of religious and ethnic tolerance in Azerbaijan 

up to this day is the result of the correct policy of the President 

of Azerbaijan Mr. Ilham Aliyev, who continues to sound policy 

of the national leader of Azerbaijani people Heydar Aliyev. 

Taking into the consideration the importance of presentation 

of Azerbaijan, where multiculturalism becomes a style of life, to 

the world as an example more widely and for analyzing the mod-

els of tolerance of different countries was created Baku Interna-

tional Multiculturalism Center with decree of President of Azer-

baijan Republic from date 15 may 2014 year [209; 214]. 

The main direction of activity of the center is the development 

of intercultural dialogue and humanitarian affairs. The President 

of the Azerbaijan Republic declared 2016 year as a year of multi-

culturalism [155, p. 377; 169, p. 2291–2292]. 

After the restoration by Azerbaijan Republic the independence 

status in our country has formed a new direction in the relationship 

between state and religion and also was created the legal base for 

the further development of religious tolerance in Azerbaijan.  

It should be noted that freedom of conscience and religion is 

reflected in the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic. And 48th ar-
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ticle of the Constitution of the Azerbaijan Republic is defined as 

follows: 

a) Everyone enjoys the freedom of conscience. 

b) Everyone has the right to define his/her attitude to religion, 

to profess, individually or together with others, any religion or 

to profess no religion, to express and spread one's beliefs concern-

ing religion. 

c) Everyone is free to carry out religious rituals, however this 

should not violate public order and contradict public morals.  

In the era of globalization, information exchange and integra-

tion processes to engage by self-isolation can cause to self-

defeating. Most countries in the world are multicultural countries. 

The representatives of different nations and different religions live 

for centuries in these countries. Friendly and fraternal relations 

between people of different religions are the base for the future 

development of all countries [155, p. 377].  

According to the Degree of the President of the Republic 

of Azerbaijan “On measures to improve coordination and man-

agement of science and technologies development”, Committee 

for Coordination under the Cabinet Ministers launched aim 

to strengthen the science role in terms of social and economic de-

velopment, creating favorable conditions for scientific, technolog-

ical, and engineering activities as well [214]. 

Main tasks of the Committee are to coordinate scientific and 

technological development that includes the following substantial 

tasks [155, p. 377; 177, p. 297–299]: 

 to frame sustained directions of science and technological de-

velopment considering contemporary scientific success, tasks 

of social and political, social and economic development; 

 to ensure coordination the activities of research institutes and 

institutions, design organizations, higher educational institu-

tions of the ministries and departments, the Academy of Sci-

ences for the implementations of the priority directions 

of science and technology [161, p. 9–12, 14, 16, 17; 169, 

p. 2291–2292]; 
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 to arrange effective system for monitoring of scientific re-

search, scientific and technological programs of various 

branches of economics, industry and education; 

 to develop bilateral beneficial international cooperation in 

the scientific and technological area, to mobilize foreign in-

vestment into state’s scientific sphere, to secure participation 

of scientific research organizations in international projects 

and programs [209]. 

The Decree defines basic aim of the state’s scientific and 

technological policy of Republic as the, maintenance of scientific 

and technological elaboration securing technological renewal 

of economics branches, allowing domestic market to be filled with 

competitive products and services [164, p. 6705–6706; 169, 

p. 2291–2292]. 

The main aim in terms of determining substantial directions 

of science and technology is to secure implementation of econom-

ical reforms and to expand technological level of economic 

branches. This aforementioned aim affects positively on the state 

progress rapidly (in 2–5 years) in accordance with state needs. 

The most effective mechanism of determining stability is 

to coordinate scientific activity, as well as to unite existed forces 

towards the exact aim. 

Aiming for implementing presidential decree 8 fundamental 

research programs including 417 projects for 2007–2011, 17 ap-

plied research programs containing 591 projects for 2009–2011, 

innovation program including 221 projects, as well as fundamen-

tal and applied researches for younger scientists containing 38 

projects (2006–2008), fundamental and applied researches of the 

state scientific and technological program for younger scientists 

(2010–2011) including 62 projects hosted as the result of contests 

in six year period since the establishment of structure in National 

Academy of Sciences, in the Ministry of Education, Ministry 

of Agriculture and other ministries [155, p. 377; 164, p. 6705–

6706]. 

As it was mentioned above, to involve promised youth into 

scientific research and innovative activities is one of the urgent 

tasks. 
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The Presidential decree “On betterment certifying and training 

process of scientifically and pedagogically qualified personnel” 

(2012) and Act of the Cabinet of Ministers “On postgraduate edu-

cation and measurement of certifying and training process of scien-

tifically and pedagogically qualified personnel” were adopted. 

According to this structure coordinating activity of postdoc-

toral institutions is charged to the Committee for Coordination 

of Science and Technology Development. 

Enrollment distribution on specializations of senior scientific 

personnel approved by Committee will be directed to the Ministry 

of Finance to finance from the state budget. 

Undoubtedly, there exist enough issues which haven’t been 

solved yet apart from the success in terms of the state scientific 

control and coordination system. 

For instance, according to the scientific research results moni-

toring of 2012–2016, the scientific investigations are led in out-

dated instruments in majority scientific executive organizations 

[161, p. 10–12, 14, 15–16; 169, p. 2291–2292]. 

The large-scaled scientific projects promoting to resolve prob-

lems in enterprises and economical branches have been construct-

ed yet in terms of hosted scientific and technological programs 

of ministries and agencies, and the Academy of Sciences, as well. 

In this regard, it is important to establish beneficial cooperative 

mechanism between small-scale business organizations and enter-

prises, scientific research establishment, as well [155, p. 377; 177, 

p. 297–298]. 

In order to overcome some unsolved issues: 

 to learn demand of entrepreneurs and all customer for scien-

tific investigation results alongside with Trade and Industrial 

chamber, to create information base on completed scientific 

investigation results, and to lead contests on innovation pro-

jects aiming at developing economical branch economically 

and socially while attracting distributional funds of entrepre-

neurs, small-scale business, private sector, economic sub-

jects, ministries and agencies, as well [209; 214]; 

 to elaborate regulations and suggestions protecting rights 

of intellectual property objects created by means of state 
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budget funds, to launch engineering and consulting centers 

securing cooperation between science, education and indus-

try, to enhance regulations of industrial and scientific parks 

[155, p. 377; 177, p. 297–299]. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

APPLIED IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH  
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP TRADITIONS IN GANJA 
 

 

 

1.1. Application of innovative technologies  

in studying of craftsmanship heritage of Ganja 
 

Scientific and archaeological researches have proved that 

Ganja had been the cradle of science and culture not only 

of Azerbaijan, but also of the whole East. During 2013–2017 with 

application of new scientific approaches, also innovative technol-

ogies have been determined by us some new results about handi-

craft heritage of Ganja.  

History and art of Azerbaijan people as rich and colorful as its 

nature. On decorations of this descriptive art are reflected spiritual 

world, living style, customs and traditions of our nation. These 

pearls of art on material preparing and processing techniques are 

divided into different kinds. Among these types of craft metal 

treatment is mostly developed and has ancient history. Abundance 

of local raw materials created favorable conditions for develop-

ment of metal treatment from ancient times [209; 211]. 

In general, in the third millennium BC there was high culture 

of the Bronze Age in our country, and in the first millennium tran-

sition period from Bronze Age to Iron Age began.  

In that period in Azerbaijan there were appeared several 

branches of metallurgy treatment. Jewelries, daggers, arms, cop-

per products and other samples of art have been treated so refined, 

that in nowadays they are protected as very valuable exhibits in 

famous museums [1, p. 9]. 

Investigation of the main traditional craft branches on the ba-

sis of new, innovative methods and technologies is very im-

portant. Results of these researches show the significance of dif-

ferent patterns of craftsmanship kinds as a source in studying 
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of historical past of nations. The increase in quantity of handi-

craftsmen in a city directly has been bundled to population 

growth. The competition of production of production plants and 

factories has not reached still serious level and consequently was 

created a favorable condition for spreading of traditional occupa-

tions there.  

In addition, products of these craft branches have been closely 

bundled to a life and traditions of the people, and it would be dif-

ficult to replace with their factory production. In the specified pe-

riod of history in Ganja developed basically carpet weaving, 

weaver`s business, craft of the tailor, squeeze men, forge and 

a jeweler, trades of dyer, the stone mason, the cooper and leather 

dresser, weapon business and other similar craft branches.  

Among these crafts especially developed carpet weaving. To 

so wide development of carpet weaving promoted availability of 

raw materials. In addition carpets were very widely used in a pop-

ulation life-both as furniture, and as a curtain, both as sand bed 

and as a coating for a floor.  

In carpet weaving have been held basically women. It has 

been bundled by that in a Muslim society of the woman preferred 

to work in house conditions. However also know cases when men 

were occupied with this craft [17, p. 8; 30, p. 7].  

Tailors and hatters created both national clothes, and clothes 

in style of the European fashion. According to the spent explora-

tions there are exact data on wide development of a jeweler in 

Ganja in the end of XIX century – in a beginning of XX centuries. 

Jewelers basically fabricated ornaments to order. Among them 

there was a specification. Jobs of skilful masters amazed even for-

eigners. Development of trading and economic relations of Ganja 

with the next states promoted recognition of local jewels abroad.  

In middle ages in spheres of gentle and applied art, Ganja 

of inhabitants of territory, in agriculture life bone was widely ap-

plied. Bone products, raw materials, that found during investiga-

tions in and around Ganja prove that time bone processing sepa-

rated from other spheres of craftsmanship [210; 214]. 

These samples of art make more ancient history of city culture 

of Azerbaijan and in whole play nard. There were found knife 
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handles, rare geometrical decorations, samples of pipe and other 

instruments here. During excavations there was found bone prod-

ucts that used as raw materials and cutting with pipe. In XI–XIII 

centuries this sphere of art was developing mostly. This thought is 

proved with a lot of bone and horn, found in zone of excavation.  

This period from bone there were prepared buttons, knifes and 

etc. Found during archeological excavations and used in wooden 

treatment and knife, showed that at the beginning of XI–XIII cen-

turies in and around Ganja this sphere of craftsmanship in exist.  

In this ancient city printed cotton and calico fabrics have been 

widely produced. In traditional cloth productions the main place 

took the urban mines. In the early 30s of the XIX century in Ganja 

there were more than 164 people – weaving.  

The majority of these artists were weaving. In Ganja, which 

was the most important center of cloth production were produced 

different kinds of cotton cloth. Only in the 30s of the XIX century 

in Ganja were presently working 30 cloth bench. During one year 

this machine were producing 2000 of white cloth, 200 top of red 

cloth (shile) and nearly 400 thin cloths spoke [49, p. 10]. 

In general, in Ganja from textile there were made cotton cloth 

with simple painting, various kinds’ decorations.  

In most cases, in the XIX–XX centuries after coarse calico col-

ored in white colors of, it colored to different colors [52, p. 5, 8]. 

From the investigated national employment carpet weaving, 

the jeweler, a stone dressing and strenuously develop on the basis 

of ancient traditions already dying out ancient trades, such as 

a pottery and an art embroidery. Each area of Azerbaijan possess-

es characteristic environmental resource bases for it and it pro-

moted development of various crafts.  

Thus, a number of employments in Ganja, during the period 

since XIX century to the middle of XX century, differed from 

crafts of other areas of the country.  

It was first of all the trades bundled to a spreading of a city and 

population grown has increased demand for craft products [1, p. 11].  

Under such circumstances the handicraft work could not keep 

the natural character. Already in a number of branches finished 

articles have been exposed on a market. Ganja is one of the richest 
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areas from archaeological point of view. Investigation of tradi-

tional wares of handicraft kinds of Ganja on the basis of innova-

tive methods is very important and necessary.  

As a result of ethno-archaeological investigations here were 

found samples of material culture that concerned to the stages 

of different history period.  

Today most of them are kept in various museums 

of the world. Archaeological investigations prove that in this peri-

od the main population of this region had sedentary lifestyle and 

were engaged with farming [17, p. 12].  

Works of art, made from metal, for their content and their 

form are divided into two major groups.  

They are products of art and household goods. Made of pre-

cious metals gold and silver jewelries, that prepared by Ganja 

masters, are divided into 4 main groups for wearing and putting:  

Neck jewelries – it is included such kind of jewelries, that 

gold piece coin, imperial, cardamom or barley, medallions, brace-

lets, different kinds of beads and etc., jewelries for arms and fin-

gers – this group include bracelets, bangles and rings with various 

precious stones as (turquoise, rubies, pearls and etc.), head jewel-

ries – skull-cap and others, jewelries for clothiers [30, p. 11, 15]. 

From the construction point of view, samples of pottery, that 

concern to Antique period, also to the period of Hellenism in Gan-

ja, differed in various forms as pictorial vases, ceramic figures, 

connected dishes. During the end of Middle Ages and New Period 

in Ganja and its regions ceramic has following kinds as building 

ceramic materials, unglazed ceramic products, glazed ceramic 

products.  

For Middle Ages and New period among pottery products 

of Ganja ceramic samples as clay construction materials have 

great importance.  

First of all, glazed bricks that used in construction of most 

buildings in the XVII–XVIII centuries, and also in great monu-

ments and the main construction material – air-dried bricks, at-

tracted attention.  

In addition to the found samples in residential areas as a result 

of archaeological excavations, also were found a lot of brick 
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spoilages. According to such kind mass finding of brick spoilages, 

we can make the conclusion, that the bricks used in construction 

of buildings in Ganja, were wares of local production [214]. 

The formation of pottery on the territory of ancient Ganja is 

concern to the stages of ancient history. Basis on research works 

carried out by the various persons in XIX century and experts-

archeologists at the beginning of XX century in old ruins of the 

city and surrounding areas there were found different samples 

of pottery [49, p. 18, 25]. 

1. As in many places, production of wool, cotton and silk in 

and around Ganja made necessary emergence and development 

of weaving. In the first half of the XVIII–XIX centuries, as well 

as in other parts of Azerbaijan, in Ganja household objects, forg-

ing weapons and jewelries that made from metal were decorated 

with different technical ways.  

2. Becoming weaving one of the ancient spheres of crafts in 

and around Ganja was connected with the rich raw material base 

here. Presence of useful plant species for textile, including cotton, 

high level development of wool area of agriculture-sheep and goat 

breeding, camel breeding, horse breeding, presence of cotton 

cropping in Middle Ages and finally, regular expansion of silk-

worm breeding in this area created a foundation for growth 

of weaving here [52, p. 8]. 

3. In traditional production of cloth manufactory trade histori-

cally played an important place. This kind of craft that developed 

on the basis of local raw materials was tied with cotton-growing 

economy. Since the time of the early Middle Ages, Ganja as other 

big cities has been the main center of Azerbaijan in production 

of cotton cloth. In this ancient city printed cotton and calico fab-

rics have been widely produced. In traditional cloth productions 

the main place took the urban mines.  

4. Internal conditions of craft department reflected a sort 

of employment of his owner. In these departments worked the 

master and his pupils. In a life of the population of Ganja the role 

of craft products was great. These products were widely used in-

habitants of Ganja they decorated conditions of living rooms, with 

them filled up a dowry of brides. The dresses created in local de-
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partments, suits and caps were an integral part of an attire 

of town-dwellers [17, p. 13–16]. 

5. In comparison with villages though the national clothes in 

XX century began to supersede them gradually.  

It also has been bundled to accruing arrival to Ganja repre-

sentatives of other nationalities. Therefore changes in clothes 

were more marked. Only female ornaments as an attire constituent 

part left the national feature.  

6. Traditional spheres of crafts are invaluable and reliable 

sources of studying of culture, aesthetic taste, and outlook of the 

Azerbaijan people. Ethnographic and anthropologic exploration of 

problems and branches of crafts very important, as a way of study-

ing along with history and culture of the people, years generated 

political-economical and relations of production [30, p. 15–19]. 

7. Closely bundled to an economy and a daily life of the peo-

ple, craft employment were one of the basic carriers of national 

traditions. Its hereditary transfer to descendants was one more fea-

ture of craft business in Ganja. Hereditary jewelers, weavers, 

manufacturers of carpets, cobblers, potters and stone borer were 

especially allocated.  

Main parts of these scientific investigations have been carried 

out in Ganja Branch of Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences. 

Founded on January 23, 1945, and higher academic institution 

of Republic, the objective of The Academy of Sciences directed 

the increasing our nation's legacy of scientific thinking according 

to the requirements of the new era, development of valuable sci-

entific achievements with international scientific community. 

Ganja Branch of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Scienc-

es holds a special place in history ANAS from the earliest times 

of the establishment.  

In 1945 during the establishment of ANAS, along with Baku, 

scientific structures in agricultural field were launched as well as 

in Ganja. 

Since the 20s of the last century in the field of agriculture re-

search institutions, as cotton, silk, cattle and etc. were launched in 

Ganja [209; 211]. 
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In the history of National Academy of Sciences of the 70s 

of last century began a new period of development. With the ad-

vent of government, care and attention in science, education 

raised the level of public policy, in all regions of the country, as 

well as in Ganja was initiated the opening of the research institu-

tions [161, p. 12–15]. 

At that time, at the initiative of the national leader has been 

given the go-ahead to the creation of research centers of 

the Academy of Sciences in the regions.  

The main goal was rich economic and intellectual potential, as 

well as the development of the regions on the basis of scientific 

and technical progress, the use of natural resources and labor re-

sources, personnel training and the creation of conditions for im-

proving the well-being of the people. 

The objective in the constituent of regional research centers 

were to develop scientific and technical progress in the parts 

of the country, to conduct research in basic and applied science, 

to explore the region's history, culture, traditions and moral val-

ues, the economy on the scientific basis and inform the world sci-

entific community [169, p. 2291–2292]. 

On the order of 33 by the Presidium of the Academy, dated 

July 7, 1972, in the Western Region, Ganja Science Center under 

the National Academy of Sciences is to be established. After solv-

ing some problems, on the Decree No. 91 of the Cabinet of Minis-

ters, dated August 22, 1980, Ganja (Kirovabad) Science Center 

began to operate. 

At Ganja Science Center of the Azerbaijan National Academy 

of Sciences, by a decision of 16 June 1981 of the Presidium of the 

Academy, established a working group consisting of academics in 

order to investigate building, landscaping and the scientific aspects. 

On May 28, 1981 the grand opening of the Ganja Science 

Center was celebrated. Coincide the opening with Azerbaijan's 

Independence Day May 28 was the point in history of the genius 

of the people of independence [214]. 

On the resolution of the Presidium of ANAS number 35, dat-

ed October 6, 1981, Ganja Science Center began to operate with 

the scientific organization of the Director of the Institute of Chem-
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istry of Additives, Ali Guliyev, the representative of the physics 

of semiconductors, academician Magsud Aliyev, director of the 

Institute of Zoology, academician Musa Musayev, for general 

administration Deputy Director of the Institute of Chemistry 

of Additives, PhD in chemistry Fuad Aliyev was charged. 

Initially, the 3 chemistry lab – promising technology for the 

processing of alunite, elemental sulfur gases emitted from metal-

lurgical technology for industry, laboratories and Naphthalene oil 

refinery started operating [161, p. 11–14]. 

Complex processing of alunite, sulfur gases from the steel in-

dustry, a large amount of waste recycling from Dashkasan mining 

operation, getting biological active components from Naphthalene 

oil and its waste, synthesis of new adsorbents based on local raw 

materials, the study of alternative energy sources are the main re-

search directions of the Center. 

As a result of the acquisition of scientific studies getting sev-

eral kinds of silicate paints from waste have been applied on an 

industrial scale [161, p. 10–13]. 

Technology of getting elemental sulfur and alum from alumi-

na plant wastes and biologically active components from Naph-

thalan oil and its waste has been developed. Applied fields were 

studied by synthesis of organic matter in order to fight various 

diseases in agriculture. 

Investigation of thermal waters in the western region and the 

use in the treatment of various skin diseases, also the use as an al-

ternative energy source in agricultural production areas have been 

studied. 

The region's favorable geographical environment, natural re-

courses- iron ore, cobalt, copper ore, limestone, marble, gypsum, 

bentonite, zeolite deposits of raw materials, natural thermal wa-

ters, unparalleled in the world Naphthalene oil, opens up tremen-

dous opportunities for research activities and creates favorable 

conditions for the implementation of resolutions and decisions by 

Mr. President İlham Aliyev, on the non-oil sector development 

[208–209]. 

National leader Heydar Aliyev signed a resolution on the de-

velopment of the automotive industry, electronics, mechanical en-
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gineering, as well as above-mentioned industrial sectors. İn order 

to ensure innovative areas of manufacturing with the new tech-

nologies and human resources in established the Department of 

Automatic Control Systems at the Scientific Center in 1984.  

In these department Grid technologies, broadband Internet 

network, EduRoam service operates. Currently, in order to enter 

world scientific centers, universities, libraries and to participate in 

the various conferences and scientific exchanges, distance educa-

tion systems have been created in the department [161, p. 9–14]. 

For studying the region's ancient history, thinkers, classical 

heritage, rich cultural environment, folklore, customs and tradi-

tions on June 22, 1982, "Social Sciences" section was created at 

the Center. Academician Mammadjafar Jafarov and correspond-

ing member Igrar Aliyev were charged as scientific advisers to 

the Social Sciences. 

Department of Social Sciences studied life and creation of the 

great and notable personalities in the western region – Nizami, 

Abul-U'la Ganjavi, givami Mutarrizi, Mahsati Ganjavi, Siti 

Ganjavi, Ruziya Ganjavi, Mirza Shafi Vazeh, Fikrat Amirov, 

Ganbar Huseynli, Hamid Araslı other classics, also ethnographic 

and folklore materials in connection with our the national values 

have been collected and published. 

Taking into account the large-scale scientific research results 

and prospects, on April 15, 1995, the next meeting of the Presidi-

um of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences was held for 

the first time in the city of Ganja [209]. 

Based on the rapid development of the industry, given 

the natural resources, scientific achievements and their results, the 

Presidium of the Academy of Sciences signed a decree for № 12/1 

from 1995-on the separation of the Center of the Institute 

of Chemistry of the filler and the provision of Ganja Regional 

Scientific Center of independence.  

In the year 2008 for a comprehensive study of the creative 

heritage of the stars of world poetry in their historical homeland 

began operations department "Nizami". For research in the Ganja 

State Reserve of History and Culture, covering 1,482 hectares, has 

a large number of archaeological and ethnographic material in 
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the year 2008 was established by the department of "Archaeology 

and Ethnography".  

In 2011, the year after President, Ilham Aliyev at the annual 

meeting of the Presidium of ANAS reporting on his recommenda-

tion based on the functioning of the Centre Nizami Centre was es-

tablished "Nizami" [209; 214]. 

Decree of the President of the Republic, Mr. Ilham Aliyev 

of 19 December of 2012, on the basis of Ganja Regional Scientific 

Centre was established Ganja Branch of the National Academy 

of Sciences.  

Taking into account the respective scientific opportunities in 

the region, natural and geographical conditions, raw material re-

serves, mineral resources, the ancient historical and national and 

spiritual values, as well as the strategic position had been ordered 

for the establishment of Nizami Ganjavi and several institutes 

of Liberal Studies, Local History, Bio-resources, Ecology and Natu-

ral Resources, agricultural issues, as well as the Botanical Gardens.  

Research directions newly established institutions aimed at 

the study of the ancient history of the region's rich and unique na-

tional and spiritual values, mineral reserves, favorable natural and 

geographical conditions, flora and fauna.  

February 14, 2014-the year in Ganja held a visiting session 

of the Presidium of the National Academy of Sciences in the new-

ly constructed in the architectural traditions of the city of Heydar 

Aliyev Center.  

Holding in this majestic building of the first official event 

of this evidence of the care and attention of the president, Ilham 

Aliyev, to science and scientists.  

The total number of employees of the Department – 303 peo-

ple, of which 1 – a full member of the Academy of Sciences, 

2 corresponding members, 5 doctors, 42 PhD, conducting research 

in various fields of science.  

Ganja Office issued: a collection of "Bulletin", scientific jour-

nals, "Economy", "Nizami".  

In these scientific journals, along with scientists from the 

country, published articles and scientists from around the world.  
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Institutions Division in various fields of science collaborates 

with numerous scientific organizations in the country and abroad.  

Among them – the filler Institute of Chemistry, Physics, 

Computer Science, Microbiology, Archaeology and Ethnography, 

Literature named after Nizami Ganjavi of ANAS, the National 

History Museum of Azerbaijan. Our cooperation with the Smith-

sonian Institute of the United States, the Museum of the Universi-

ty of Tokyo in Japan, University of Turkey (Ankara, Selcuk, 

Firat), Strasbourg France Library, the Library of Alexandria, 

Egypt, Kutaisi University of Georgia.  

Employee Ganja Branch of ANAS published in 29 countries 

in publishing Thomson Reuters, Scopus, Web of Science, and 

Web of Knowledge with international status; in other members of 

the global scientific market authoritative editions.  

During the reporting period increased significantly interna-

tional relations Ganja Branch of ANAS: honored with the right 

of representation in the scientific and organizing committee of the 

International Academy of Pure and Applied Sciences; for 2014 

the year elected premier organization moderator Expert Council of 

the Scientific Committee of the World Forum of Young Scientists 

[161, p. 12–15; 169, p. 2290–2291]. 

Example of international cooperation is the participation 

of scientists and a number of international scientific conferences 

held in North Cyprus, France, and Egypt.  

In particular it may be noted together with the Institute of 

the Smithsonian Museum of the United States and the Tokyo Uni-

versity of the history of historical and archaeological research on 

the territory of Ganja, aimed at exploring the ancient city's histori-

cal heritage.  

In accordance with the decrees of the President, Dear Mr. Il-

ham Aliyev to Ganja office with the participation of outstanding 

Orientalists world were solemnly marked the 870 year anniversary 

of the thinker and poet Nizami Ganjavi, the 900th anniversary of 

the first in the East and in the world of female composer, musi-

cian, chess player, thinker and poet Mahsati Ganjavi.  

Due attention and care of the country's leadership and 

the Heydar Aliyev Foundation scientists Ganja Branch of ANAS 
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for the first time took part in international events to celebrate 

the 870th and 875th anniversaries of Sheikh Nizami Ganjavi in 

France, Italy, and North Cyprus.  

Providing user site Nizami can be evaluated as a new contri-

bution of Ganja Branch of Azerbaijan National Academy of Sci-

ences in the case of the scientific study of the life and work of this 

extraordinary person [161, p. 11–14]. 

Results of Implemented in office studies were presented in 

the Science Development Fund under the President of the Repub-

lic of Azerbaijan in the form of 4 different grant projects that have 

won during the last 3–4 years.  

During activity Ganja Branch of ANAS results of research 

works have been published in publishing 40-plus countries, and 

are reflected in the 859 scientific works, the 52 copyright certifi-

cates, more than 60 books and monographs. During the last 4–5 

years more than 107 academic papers have been published in dif-

ferent foreign journals with high impact factor and indexing in the 

most prestigious international scientometrics systems and bases.  

There is no doubt that by the Academy of Sciences of Azer-

baijan, opportunities to achieve harmonious interaction imbued 

with the spirit of the national identity of our scientific heritage 

with universal values, in the further activities of the Department 

of Ganja will promote scientific and technological progress of 

the country, further preparation of intellectual training.  

All signed with a view to the development of science and ed-

ucation decisions and decrees of the President, Mr Ilham Aliyev, 

in particular the decision of turning the oil capital in the intellec-

tual property, demonstrating the possibility of translating them in-

to real life.  

Supporting all the decisions of the President and the National 

Academy of Sciences of the dynamic development of the state. im-

prove the welfare of people Ganja Branch of ANAS will continue 

to strive to put them into practice at a high level [161, p. 12–15]. 
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1.2. Basic ethno-anthropologic and historical 

characteristics of handicrafts traditions 
 

Ganja, that has changed its location at least 4 times since its 

establishment, is located in a favorable position from the strategic 

point of view.  

That why it always has been the center of attention of for-

eigners.  

One of the areas of initially appeared human civilization was 

an integral part of Azerbaijan, the historical land of Ganja city.  

Scientific and archaeological researches have proved that 

Ganja had been the cradle of science and culture not only of 

Azerbaijan, but also of the whole East [1, p. 14–17]. 

Most of the natural and geographical conditions, plenty water 

of rivers, fertile land, rich ore deposit, fuel, wood materials used 

for construction and craftsmanship, colored plants for getting col-

or and natural caves allowed the first people to live in this area in 

the Late Stone Age. 

1. The craftsmanship of carpet-making is one of the important 

cultural achievements of the Eastern people in Azerbaijan produc-

tion of carpets appeared in the I millennium BC. But carpet-

making in the first period of Middle Ages has turned to the inde-

pendent sphere of craft.  

In Ganja, that has minimum 4000 years history, production 

of carpets differed with quickly development. In this ancient city, 

that is native land of great Azerbaijani poet and thinker Sheikh 

Nizami Ganjavi, were weaved very uncial, inimitable kinds 

of carpet.  

In Ganja, that has rich traditions, were prepared carpets with 

various characteristics. For this reason one of Azerbaijani carpet 

groups are Ganja carpets or (Ganja–Gazakh carpets).  

Pay attention that in Ganja namely local kinds of carpets –

palaz (carpets without of pile) are weaved. These carpets that are 

producing by local inhabitants are differing with specific handi-

craft features.  

The size of Ganja’s carpets begins from 3 square meters to 10 

square meters. Majority of local wool products, richness of natural 
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colors and existence professional carpet-making women made for 

quick development carpet making craftsmanship in Ganja and in 

its surround territories [17, p. 29–36]. 

2. During passage point of Zoroastrian, moslim, and christian 

civilization, also location on the Silk Way from West to East, 

from North to South, suitable natural-geografical conditions, rich 

soil, mild climate, plentiful rivers, also talented and gifted people 

of Ganja played exceptional role for developing in Azerbaijan 

science and culture history.  

Ganja is located on the ancient caravan routes, so merchants, 

travelers, scientists and cultural workers from different countries 

of the world visited Ganja, and first of all, their visiting helped our 

nation to integrate their spiritual values to all mankind civiliza-

tions. Also in XI century, during the Arab Caliphate flowering, 

the great thinker Gatran Tabrizi’s population in Ganja shows, that 

Ganja has become a major center of culture and science in the 

Muslim East.  

From the sources it becomes clear; in that period in Ganja 

there were personal and public libraries, medresses as modern 

universities, observatories and medical centers. Muslim culture 

has spread to the neighboring Christian states from here. That 

why, many scientists, poets, architects, artists from different coun-

tries of East settled in Ganja.  

Also, Sheikh Nizami, appreciating Ganja's cultural level more 

highly, praised his native city "My Babylon".  

In the middle of the XII century there were schools, medress-

es, private and public libraries, "The houses of wisdom" and 

"Health centers" in Ganja. In historical sources there was infor-

mation that, in Ganja there was a large library "Dar al-kutub" that 

had been led by a famous scientist Abulfaz al-Nakhchivany. From 

Sheikh Nizami's reading and the names of the works, it becomes 

clear, that there were rich libraries in Ganja [209; 213]. 

The high value of selcugs, that replacing Arabs, to the science 

and culture, was the reason of formation of a new school of poetry 

that was founded by Sheikh Nizami in Ganja.  

Sheikh Nizami’s knowledge on all the spheres of all the sci-

ences, known at that time, show, that he has studied in madras, 
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that belonged to the rich library, where worked well-known scien-

tists of Ganja.  

The great Azerbaijani poet Sheikh Nizami had good 

knowledge about philosophical thoughts of such coryphaeus as 

Farabi, Kharezmi, Ibn Becci, Abu Ali Ibn Sina, Ibn Rusd [30, 

p. 21–24, 31–37]. 

It shows that the language of science of that period – the Ara-

bic language and philosophy were highly taught in Ganja.  

Nizami's works analysis shows, that he was familiar with the 

ancient Greek and Indian philosophy also. The using Al-Ustad’s 

work “Munisname” in scientific society made deeper the level 

of ancient development of the Azerbaijan’s literature [210; 211]. 

A short introduction of "Munisname" book is equal to 

the whole literary book. Abu-Bakr ibn Khosrov al-Ustad was 

known as knowledgeable and experienced scholar, writer and poet 

had knowledge on the world and shariat sciences. That why he 

was awarded the nickname “Ustad” (Master).  

In the scientific and cultural center of the East, in Ganja’s lit-

erary environment were raised Abu Hafs, Abul Ganji, Abul Ula 

Ganjavi, Mahsati Ganjavi, Qivami Mutarrizi, Raziya Ganjavi, 

Mirza Shafi Vazeh, who gave priceless pearls to the treasures of 

world culture. Especially in that period, presence of such kind of 

chess-player, composer, thinker women as Mahsati Ganjavi and 

Raziye Ganjavi, who owned world science and philosophy again 

shows, that city from cultural point of view, stays on high level 

[17, p. 29–36; 30, p. 44–52]. 

3. In middle ages in spheres of gentle and applied art, Ganja 

of inhabitants of territory, in agriculture life bone was widely ap-

plied. Bone products, raw materials, that found during investiga-

tions in and around Ganja prove that time bone processing sepa-

rated from other spheres of craftsmanship. Ostheology analysis 

prove, that most of samples are prepared from the bone of bull, 

caw, deer among big horde animals and sheep, goat, boar among 

little horde animals.  

Only deering investigations in Mingechaur there were found 

a lot of samples of combs, agriculture instruments and art and oth-

er bone things. Such kind of bone samples also were found in 
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monument complexes territory of Injachay and Kerpicli in Go-

ranboy region during excavation.  

Art samples and dice for playing nard, found in territory 

Shatal, also attracts our attention.  

These samples of art make more ancient history of city culture 

of Azerbaijan and in whole play nard. There were found knife 

handles, rare geometrical decorations, samples of pipe and other 

instruments here [210; 211]. 

4. In general, in Ganja from textile there were made cotton 

cloth with simple painting, various kinds’ decorations. In most 

cases, in the XIX–XX centuries after coarse calico colored in 

white colors of, it colored to different colors [1, p. 21–28; 49, 

p. 18, 25]. 

5. From the point of view silkworm breeding development 

and it’s preparing technology there were two main forms of pro-

duction: so-called raw silk weaving and felt weaving.  

In this important technological process it has such kind of 

production stages as cocoon opening, silk initial processing, pre-

paring of raw silk, weaving technology, painting and decoration.  

In the ancient Ganja during the stage of the Middle Ages 

the great progress of silkworm was represented by raw silk weaving.  

For this reason, on the basis of local traditions production of 

delicate silk textiles from raw silk.  

6. We must pay attention to the moment that differs from 

the other silk fabrics, kelaqai was prepared by specialists. But dis-

tinctly of production of raw silk that was city silkworm breeding 

and was man activity, felt production was woman work. Histori-

cally the traditional art of saddle-making in Ganja developed in 

direction of cargo and passenger saddle making.  

The art of saddle-making within the local saddle-types and 

their components were determined on a specialization. The pro-

duction of cargo or pack –saddle a rule was engaged by pack-

saddle maker. For this reason, in most cases, the profession was 

called trade of pack-saddle maker [209; 211]. 

7. First of all, there have been discovered, that initial ceramic 

production in Ganja and its surrounding regions are belong to 

the VIII–VII millennium BC. From the history point of view, the-
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se ancient clay vessels, belonging to the Neolithic stage, are dif-

fering from the pottery samples of the neighboring ethnic in num-

ber characteristics [49, p. 32, 41; 52, p. 9, 13, 17]. 

During centuries in Ganja and its regions ceramic has follow-

ing kinds:  

1. Building ceramic materials. 2. Unglazed ceramic products. 

3. Glazed ceramic products. 

Afterwards military, economic and transportation significance 

of hoarse was decrease, the demand for goods of saddle-making 

also was decrease. The reason of primitive saddle-making de-

creasing was wide sale of cheaper factory products. 

1. Samples of glass decorations, of BC, we met in the patterns 

of Ganjachay, Mingechevir, Khachbulag and others. In these are-

as, the first centuries BC were found in samples of the glass plate.  

The majority of containers and the analysis based on graph-

ical elements of the Roman scholars came to the opinion that the 

samples of the same scale as the Roman Empire through trade.  

There are more than 2000 beads in complex materials. Col-

ored beads have prepared of different types products. Mostly dis-

tinguish beads that prepared from blue green and grey paste. A 

group of beads made of bone and antimony [1, p. 14, 22, 34–41; 

161, p. 11–12]. 

2. According to experts’ thoughts, such kind of cockleshell 

that widely spared in the Indian and Pacific Ocean, also the East-

ern Mediterranean region were put to Azerbaijan with economic 

relations.  

In III–V centuries, the local craftsmen themselves also be-

came to produce better-designed containers. Among the local clay 

and glass utensils that found in and around Ganja there were big 

similarity in the form and also in the decoration.  

All the glass dishes found in and around Ganja are similar 

with the local clays on decoration of that period.  

Glass dishes were containing of Iron, cobalt, magnesium and 

other elements, that were specific elements for Ganja and its sur-

roundings. The development history of this sphere of craftsman-

ship can be determined only through archaeological research.  
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In general, information about the development of this sphere 

of was found in 1959–1960 years, glass products in and around 

Ganja was obtained only at the end of the twentieth century.  

Results of archaeological excavations in the territory of Azer-

baijan and research show that in the preparation of glass utensils 

were two technical methods: casting method and the method of 

blowing.  

The first of these methods is more ancient, but in the Early 

Middle Ages and Middle Ages were used both of them. Produced 

glass alloys were transparent colored. By the addition of dusts of 

various metals in glass alloys people got colored glasses.  

We can see also to get her with different tinted green glasses 

also parts of blue, black and pink colored glass dish in sections of 

IX–X century in Shatal and Ganja [209; 211]. 

In IX–X centuries appeared dishes that had handle and spout. 

Among decorations of that period yellow, white and red beads of 

round and plain form are met mostly.  

Archaeological researches show, that outside of the cities in 

the VIII–IX centuries, also big settlements were established.  

This is often due to density in cities. The art of Textile mate-

rials, that concern to weaving craft, consists of spindle heads and 

needles.  

The remnants of dying from the Shamkir, Ganja, Shatal and 

Khunan proves development of dying here. Plant remains have 

been widely used in dying.  

Along with the works and notes of medieval authors and trav-

elers, a lot of material samples, found in the territory of ancient 

Ganja, also found in Mingachevir and concern to Middle Ages 

trough, ladle, wooden threshing board, shows that in Ganja wood 

treatment and sculptor art have a rich tradition. Wood treatment 

products historically have been represented in various fields of 

social and cultural life in Ganja.  

Abundance of local raw materials created favorable condi-

tions for development of metal treatment from ancient times.  

In general, in the third millennium BC there was high culture 

of the Bronze Age in our country and in the first millennium tran-

sition period from Bronze Age to Iron Age began. In that period 
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in Azerbaijan there were appeared several branches of metallurgy 

treatment [210; 213]. 

Jewelries, daggers, arms, copper products and other samples 

of art have been treated so refined, that in nowadays they are pro-

tected as very valuable exhibits in famous museums.  

Works of art, made from metal, for their content and their 

form are divided into two major groups: products of art and 

household goods.  

Household equipment, works of art, agriculture instruments 

have been executed into two main technical methods-casting and 

forging [17, p. 22–30, 32; 30, p. 19–22]. 

 

1.3. Some typical features of craftsmanship 
heritage of Ganja from ancient times  

till XIX–XX centuries 
 

Ganja is one of the oldest scientific and cultural centers of the 

World. This consideration is proved on the basis of indisputable 

scientific arguments and facts. Development of some local handi-

craft branches in Ganja historically offered necessary facilities for 

progress of urban culture.  

Ganja has more than 4000 years old as an urban center. This 

consideration is proved on the basis of indisputable scientific ar-

guments and facts [67, p. 1700].  

Development of some local handicraft branches in Ganja his-

torically offered necessary facilities for progress of urban culture. 

In traditional production of cloth manufactory trade historically 

played an important place.  

This kind of craft that developed on the basis of local raw ma-

terials was tied with cotton-growing economy. Since the time of 

the early Middle Ages, Ganja as Tabriz, Ordubad have been 

the main center of Azerbaijan in production of cotton cloth [52, 

p. 19, 21, 26–33; 66, p. 45]. 

In III–V centuries, the local craftsmen themselves also be-

came to produce better-designed containers.  

Among the local clay and glass utensils that found in and 

around Ganja there were big similarity in the form and also in the 
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decoration. All the glass dishes found in and around Ganja are 

similar with the local clays on decoration of that period. 

Glass dishes were containing of Iron, cobalt, magnesium and 

other elements, that were specific elements for Ganja and its sur-

roundings. The development history of this sphere of craftsman-

ship can be determined only through archaeological research.  

Results of archaeological excavations in the territory of Azer-

baijan and research show that in the preparation of glass utensils 

were two technical methods: casting method and the method of 

blowing.  

The first of these methods is more ancient, but in the Early 

Middle Ages and Middle Ages were used both of them. Produced 

glass alloys were transparent colored. By the addition of dusts of 

various metals in glass alloys people got colored glasses. We can 

see also to get her with different tinted green glasses also parts of 

blue, black and pink colored glass dish in sections of IX–X centu-

ry in Ganja [17, p. 13–16; 161, p. 11–12].  

In IX-X centuries appeared dishes that had handle and spout. 

Among decorations of that period yellow, white and red beads of 

round and plain form are met mostly. At the beginning of X–XIII 

centuries development of production of glass in and around Ganja 

characterized by improvement from the technology point of view. 

Archaeological researches show, that outside of the cities in the 

VIII–IX centuries, also big settlements were established. This is 

often due to density in cities [209; 211]. 

The art of Textile materials, that concern to weaving craft, 

consists of spindle heads and needles.  

First of all, there have been discovered, that initial ceramic 

production in Ganja and its surrounding regions are belong to the 

VIII–VII millennium BC.  

From the history point of view, these ancient clay vessels, be-

longing to the Neolithic stage, are differing from the pottery sam-

ples of the neighboring ethnic in number characteristics.  

These differences are seen in preparing technology, also in 

the area of external surface decoration. From the construction 

point of view, samples of pottery, that concern to Antique period, 
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also to the period of Hellenism in Ganja, differed in various forms 

as pictorial vases, ceramic figures and connected dishes.  

Pottery dishes, that concern to the first stages of Middle Ages 

of Ganja, are differing from the ceramic samples of Antique peri-

od in two features: on shape and for preparing techniques. 

The craftsmanship of carpet-making is one of the important 

cultural achievements of the Eastern people. In Azerbaijan pro-

duction of carpets appeared during I millennium BC.  

In Ganja production of carpets differed with quickly devel-

opment. Ganja carpets are differing with pile. Thickness indica-

tors of such kind of carpets with comparator small number attract 

attention (25x30), composition is more distinct and simple, most 

of ornamental patterns have geometrical features, in coloring car-

pet samples were used bright colors, local carpet masters skillfully 

used buta’s amatively patterns [66, p. 45–46; 161, p. 14]. 

Afterwards military, economic and transportation significance 

of horse was decrease, the demand for goods of saddle-making al-

so was decrease.  

In the territory of Azerbaijan the oldest samples of wood 

treatment were found in the territory of ancient Ganja. Around 

Ganja area – in the region of Lake Goy-Gol in the IV–III millen-

nium BC have been discovered wooden thicker board, also wood-

en sugar bowl, that concern to the end of the II millennium BC, 

found in Mingachevir pitcher grave are material evidences of sci-

ence thoughts.  

These rare discover in and around Ganja are known from the 

archaeological investigations in ancient cultural, art and trade cen-

ters of Azerbaijan. The best samples of monuments, that concern 

to stone treatment are consists of column props, mill and gridding 

stones. In whole there were founded in and around Ganja a lot of 

samples, that concern to X century.  

They are consisting of stone figure, mills and column props. 

Mill is usually prepared from volcanic, quartz, limestone and bas-

alt. They used for grinding seed, millet, salt and for other aims 

[52, p. 34]. 

We meet mostly mill stones, scales and pumice stone in stone 

treatment. At the same time there were used hewed stones for 
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decorating buildings. In this period there were prepared decora-

tions from precious stone. In traditional production of cloth manu-

factory trade historically played an important place. This kind of 

craft that developed on the basis of local raw materials was tied 

with cotton-growing economy [211; 213]. 

Since the time of the early Middle Ages, Ganja has been 

the main center of Azerbaijan in production of cotton cloth. Also, 

the prominent geography Strabon lived in I century BC wrote 

about natural geographical feature the following:  

“The soil planted one time can give twice or trice harvest, 

to plow the soil all plains will be full of the rivers and waters. it is 

well irrigated and in the result of this the meadow will be full 

of grass. Besides that the air is also fresh. Comparing Ganja with 

the culture in Egypt and and Babylon dating to the 5 century 

Strabon noticed that it’s the best. Since its foundation and 

changing its location five times Ganja became one of the most 

favourable cities and that’s why foreign in vaders always wanted 

to occupy it.  

To the ancient Turkish tribes name taken from the name of 

the city Ganja. At different stages of the history of the capital city 

of Ganja status while maintaining the traditions of the ancient 

statehood and independence was of great importance.  

The city is in the province of the Caliphate of the seventh 

century, the X century and Shaddadis capital of Arran, in 

the eleventh century Seljuk, was the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries residence in Atabays state. 

During many centuries in this ancient scientific and cultural 

center have been formed and developed the handicraft, also archi-

tectural styles on the basis of wealthy traditions.  

Owing to development of centuries-old building and decora-

tive-applied art traditions next to the common features of Arran 

architectural school, architecture of Ganja guarded some typical, 

unique skill and architectural characteristics: 

Firstly, since the classical and Middle Ages periods in an old 

cultural and political center-Ganja city, have been built the public 

and dwelling buildings from the local baked red brick.  
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In Ganja, first scientist, who has given information about 

the rich epigraphic, ethnographic, archaeological, numismatic ma-

terial-cultural patterns, was French researchers Dubua de Monpere.  

In 1834 on the way to Tiflis (Tbilisi) he came to Helenendorf 

(now – Goygol) and found different black-colored ceramic plates 

and bronze patterns (objects), which showed, that an ancient city 

culture formed here.  

Also, many archaeological wares and material patterns that 

have found by Zare, Morgan, and Virkhov in that period are re-

served in Moscow, Petersburg, and Drezden and in other Europe-

an museums. V. Belk, who worked in Dashkesen, Gedabei copper 

minds, found here more than 300 monuments, which proved the 

ancient city culture of Ganja. Main parts of these items are re-

served in Hamburg and Munich museums [214]. 

E. Resler, who was the teacher in Ganja (Yelizavetpol) prov-

ince in 1892–1903 years, on the basis of his researches around 

of Ganjachai (Ganja River) has found many materials, connected 

with the ancient history and culture of this city. Some parts of his 

material patterns are now reserved in Moscow and Saint-

Petersburg museums.  

In 1896 A. Ivanovsky with the request of Moscow Archaeo-

logical Society has been sent to the province of Yelizavetpol for 

archaeological excavations. Here he has found the old city ceme-

tery with 72 stone boxes graves and sent those materials to Mos-

cow [52, p. 38, 44]. 

Now these materials are kept in the Moscow History Museum.  

In 1903–1914 years B. Rozendorph, who was working phar-

macists in Helenendorf carried out scientific-researches through-

out in the territory of Ganjachai, discovered extremely valuable 

historical materials in Ganjachai valley Helenendorf and Chovdar 

villages, also graves of the ancient stone boxes, which reflected 

the old urban culture.  

Information about his researches was published in St. Peters-

burg in 1906, on "Reports of the Imperial Archaeological Com-

mission".  

Mining engineer B. Sults, who worked in the region of 

Ganjachai in 1898–1903, an officer in the military service in Yeli-
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zavetpol in 1905 V. A. Skinder, mining engineer F. Lass in 1908, 

E. P. Paritsenmayer in 1910, and many foreign researchers found 

in area Ganjachai the existence of extremely valuable historical 

materials [209]. 

Some examples of them are kept in the museum of Berlin. 

Yaakov Hummel, who had German nationality and worked in He-

lenendorf (Goygol) in the secondary school biology teacher with 

the help of the student circle of the school during the archaeologi-

cal researches on the right and left banks of Ganjachai has found 

valuable materials, that concern to the Bronze and Iron age.  

The value of found materials was so great, that here has been 

created in Regional Museum of Helenendorf in 1927.  

In Ganja and its regions during centuries ceramic trade has 

following kinds: 1. Building ceramic materials. 2. Unglazed ce-

ramic products. 3. Glazed ceramic products.  

Historically the traditional art of saddle-making in Ganja de-

veloped in direction of cargo and passenger saddle making.  

The art of saddle-making within the local saddle-types and 

their components were determined on a specialization [52, p. 44]. 

The production of cargo or pack–saddle a rule was engaged 

by pack-saddle maker. For this reason, in most cases, the profes-

sion was called trade of pack-saddle maker. Afterwards military, 

economic and transportation significance of hoarse was decrease, 

the demand for goods of saddle-making also was decrease.  

The reason of primitive saddle-making decreasing was wide 

sale of cheaper factory products. Samples of glass decorations, 

of BC, we met in the patterns of Ganja and surround territory. In 

these areas, the first centuries BC were found in samples of 

the glass plate.  

The majority of containers and the analysis based on graph-

ical elements of the Roman scholars came to the opinion that 

the samples of the same scale as the Roman Empire through trade. 

There are more than 2000 beads in complex materials. Colored 

beads have prepared of different types products. Mostly distin-

guish beads that prepared from blue green and grey paste. A group 

of beads made of bone and antimony [209; 211]. 
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The traditional art of saddle-making in Ganja developed in di-

rection of cargo and passenger saddle making. The art of saddle-

making within the local saddle-types and their components were 

determined on a specialization. The production of cargo or pack–

saddle a rule was engaged by pack-saddle maker.  

For this reason, in most cases, the profession was called trade 

of pack-saddle maker. Afterwards military, economic and trans-

portation significance of hoarse was decrease, the demand for 

goods of saddle-making also was decrease. The reason of primi-

tive saddle-making decreasing was wide sale of cheaper factory 

products. Samples of glass decorations, of BC, we met in the pat-

terns of Ganja and surround territory. In these areas, the first cen-

turies BC were found in samples of the glass plate.  

The majority of containers and the analysis based on graph-

ical elements of the Roman scholars came to the opinion that 

the samples of the same scale as the Roman Empire through trade. 

There are more than 2000 beads in complex materials. Colored 

beads have prepared of different types products. Mostly distin-

guish beads that prepared from blue green and grey paste. A group 

of beads made of bone and antimony. 

The production of cargo or pack-saddle a rule was engaged by 

pack-saddle maker. For this reason, in most cases, the profession 

was called trade of pack-saddle maker. Afterwards military, eco-

nomic and transportation significance of hoarse was decrease, the 

demand for goods of saddle-making also was decrease.  

The reason of primitive saddle-making decreasing was wide 

sale of cheaper factory products. Samples of glass decorations, of 

BC, we met in the patterns of Ganja and surround territory. In the-

se areas, the first centuries BC were found in samples of the glass 

plate.  

The majority of containers and the analysis based on graphical 

elements of the Roman scholars came to the opinion that the sam-

ples of the same scale as the Roman Empire through trade. There 

are more than 2000 beads in complex materials [52, p. 46, 55]. 

Colored beads have prepared of different types products. 

Mostly distinguish beads that prepared from blue green and grey 

paste.  
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A group of beads made of bone and antimony historically 

the traditional art of saddle-making in Ganja developed in direc-

tion of cargo and passenger saddle making. The art of saddle-

making within the local saddle-types and their components were 

determined on a specialization.  

At the end we can say that, during many centuries in this an-

cient cultural and scientific center developed different branches 

of craftsmanship. 

 

1.4. Problems of investigation  

of some ethnographic-archaeological features 

of handicrafts kinds of Ganja city 
 

Ganja is one of the oldest scientific and cultural centers of 

the World. This consideration is proved on the basis of indisputa-

ble scientific arguments and facts. Development of some local 

handicraft branches in Ganja historically offered necessary facili-

ties for progress of urban culture [210; 211]. 

1. The production of cargo or pack-saddle a rule was engaged 

by pack-saddle maker. For this reason, in most cases, the profes-

sion was called trade of pack-saddle maker.  

Afterwards military, economic and transportation significance 

of hoarse was decrease, the demand for goods of saddle-making 

also was decrease. The reason of primitive saddle-making de-

creasing was wide sale of cheaper factory products.  

Samples of glass decorations, of BC, we met in the patterns 

of Ganja and surround territory. In these areas, the first centuries 

BC were found in samples of the glass plate.  

2. A part of the hanging beads were prepared from cockle-

shells "Nassagibbosula" and "Suraeva Moneta". According to ex-

perts’ thoughts, such kind of cockleshell that widely spared in the 

Indian and Pacific Ocean, also the Eastern Mediterranean region 

were put to Azerbaijan with economic relations. In III–V centu-

ries, the local craftsmen themselves also became to produce bet-

ter-designed containers [209]. 

Among the local clay and glass utensils that found in and 

around Ganja there were big similarity in the form and also in 
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the decoration. All the glass dishes found in and around Ganja are 

similar with the local clays on decoration of that period. 

3. Glass dishes were containing of Iron, cobalt, magnesium 

and other elements, that were specific elements for Ganja and its 

surroundings. The development history of this sphere of crafts-

manship can be determined only through archaeological research 

[30, p. 8–9]. 

Results of archaeological excavations in the territory of Azer-

baijan and research show that in the preparation of glass utensils 

were two technical methods: casting method and the method of 

blowing. The first of these methods is more ancient, but in 

the Early Middle Ages and Middle Ages were used both of them 

[210; 213]. 

Produced glass alloys were transparent colored. By the addi-

tion of dusts of various metals in glass alloys people got colored 

glasses. We can see also to get her with different tinted green 

glasses also parts of blue, black and pink colored glass dish in sec-

tions of IX–X centuries in Ganja. In IX–X centuries appeared 

dishes that had handle and spout. Among decorations of that peri-

od yellow, white and red beads of round and plain form are met 

mostly.  

4. At the beginning of X–XIII centuries development of pro-

duction of glass in and around Ganja characterized by improve-

ment from the technology point of view. Archaeological research-

es show, that outside of the cities in the VIII–IX centuries, also 

big settlements were established.  

This is often due to density in cities. The art of Textile mate-

rials, that concern to weaving craft, consists of spindle heads and 

needles.  

5. First of all, there have been discovered, that initial ceramic 

production in Ganja and its surrounding regions are belong to 

the VIII–VII millennium BC.  

From the history point of view, these ancient clay vessels, be-

longing to the Neolithic stage, are differing from the pottery sam-

ples of the neighboring ethnic in number characteristics [214]. 
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Pottery dishes, that concern to the first stages of Middle Ages 

of Ganja, are differing from the ceramic samples of Antique peri-

od in two features: on shape and for preparing techniques. 

6. Along with the works and notes of medieval authors and 

travelers, a lot of material samples, found in the territory of an-

cient Ganja, also found in Mingachevir and concern to Middle 

Ages trough, ladle, wooden threshing board, shows that in Ganja 

wood treatment and sculptor art have a rich tradition.  

Wood treatment products historically have been represented 

in various fields of social and cultural life in Ganja [161, p. 9–12]. 

Abundance of local raw materials created favorable condi-

tions for development of metal treatment from ancient times. In 

general, in the third millennium BC there was high culture of the 

Bronze Age in our country and in the first millennium transition 

period from Bronze Age to Iron Age began.  

In that period in Azerbaijan there were appeared several 

branches of metallurgy treatment.  

Jewelries, daggers, arms, copper products and other samples 

of art have been treated so refined, that in nowadays they are pro-

tected as very valuable exhibits in famous museums in such cities, 

as Paris, London, Brussels, Istanbul, Tehran and other cities. 

Works of art, made from metal, for their content and their 

form are divided into two major groups: products of art and 

household goods.  

Household equipment, works of art, agriculture instruments 

have been executed into two main technical methods-casting and 

forging [209]. 

On the basis of innovative methods investigation of local craft 

and national cultural traditions of Ganja as the main features 

of urban culture is necessary.  

Scientific and archaeological researches have proved that 

Ganja was cradle of science and culture not only of Azerbaijan, 

but also of the whole East.  

Ganja city has been managed by government agencies, along 

with the elders.  
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Folklore materials, collected from Ganja and historical infor-

mation are confirming sayings. Ganja kitchen with its national 

characteristics is differs from other regions of Azerbaijan.  

The cooked dishes, prepared sweets, sherbet (sweet drink) are 

differing for their tasty and manufacturing technology.  

Ganja has a positive impact on national food composition in 

the human body, is the health service.  

In Ganja relationship ties are very strong. It is the tradition 

of Ganja people to often visit relatives, and to share their sadness 

and happiness.  

In whole Ganja’s traditions are leading to spiritual pureness, 

they are collection of the universe laws to perfection, way of na-

tion [214]. 

Different facts are good example of that, the urban culture 

has been on a wide area of Ganjabasar more than 4000 years.  

In nowadays, when people speak about its historical, geo-

graphical location and position they mean the area of Ganjabasar.  

This area in various stages of the history was named as Ganja-

Garabakh beylerbeylik, Elizavetpol province, also Ganjabasar 

with the center in Ganja.  

Nowadays, the historical territory of Ganja is also named 

Ganja-Gazakh economic region or Western region.  

Ganjabasar is one of the richest areas from archaeological 

point of view. As a result of archaeological investigations here 

were found samples of material culture that concerned to the stag-

es of different history period.  

Today most of them are kept in various museums of 

the world. Archaeological investigations prove that in this period 

the main population of this region had sedentary lifestyle and 

were engaged with farming. In V millennium BC in Ganja region 

all known to us domestic animals were domesticated.  

This fact is approved with osteology remainders that were 

found during archaeological excavations.  

The anonymous author of the article "Russian city" gave 

the schedule indicating the date of cities of the South Caucasus, 

also of Azerbaijan. And here he matched, that Ganja was founded 

in II century BC – IV century AD [209; 211].  
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Ganja and its surrounded territory are also rich with different 

stones. Presentation of white and in mountain and Aran Garabagh 

and also lime, travertin and marble building stones in and around 

Ganja, pure white, a lot of colored chalsedons, viel, ametist, ob-

sidian, agates, crystal and other kind of rare colored stones in the 

river basins of Ganjabasar and other territories created favorable 

ground for developing in this ancient country from ancient times 

stone cutting, stone grind, stone polishing and for building great 

modern, columned, arched, circled and four-cornered buildings 

here [156; 164]. 

These rare discover in and around Ganja are known from 

the archaeological investigations in ancient cultural, art and trade 

centers of Azerbaijan.  

The best samples of monuments, that concern to stone treat-

ment are consists of column props, mill and gridding stones. In 

whole there were founded in and around Ganja a lot of samples, 

that concern to X century.  

They are consisting of stone figure, mills and column props.  

Mill is usually prepared from volcanic, quartz, limestone and 

basalt. They used for grinding seed, millet, salt and for other aims 

[166–169]. 

We meet mostly mill stones, scales and pumice stone in stone 

treatment. At the same time there were used hewed stones for 

decorating buildings.  

In this period there were prepared decorations from precious 

stone [163; 167–168]. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

GANJA AS THE CENTER OF URBAN CULTURE: 
INVESTIGATION OF HANDICRAFTS  

HERITAGE ON MULTIDISCIPLINARY BASIS 
 

 

 

2.1. About ethno-archaeological  

and anthropological research  
of historic-architectural monuments of Ganja 

 

Ganja – an ancient center of urban culture with more than 

4000 years history, that situated on the old Great Silk way, is rich 

with many historical and material-cultural monuments, which 

have their typical, unique trade and architectural characteristics.  

As a result of archaeological excavations and ethnographical 

researches in Ganja during various historical periods have been 

found different material-cultural monuments.  

Therefore, Ganja and its surrounding areas are considired as 

one of the richest territories of Azerbaijan from the historical-

ethnographical and archaeological point of view. 

During many centuries in this ancient scientific and cultural 

center have been formed and developed the handicraft, also archi-

tectural styles on the basis of wealthy traditions. Owing to devel-

opment of centuries-old building and decorative-applied art tradi-

tions next to the common features of Arran architectural school, 

architecture of Ganja guarded some typical, unique skill and ar-

chitectural characteristics: 

Firstly, since the classical and Middle Ages periods in an old 

cultural and political center – Ganja city, have been built the pub-

lic and dwelling buildings from the local baked red brick.  

As a result of archaeological investigations here were found 

samples of material culture that concerned to the stages of differ-

ent history period. Today most of them are kept in various muse-

ums of the world. The flint tools, that found in Gillikdag work-
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shop and camp around Ganja, ladle, give the reason to say, that 

people, who lived in this area in VII–VI millennium BC were 

the founders of the Late Stone Age culture.  

Archaeological investigations proved that in this period the 

main population of this region had sedentary lifestyle and were 

engaged with farming. In V millennium BC in Ganja region all 

known to us domestic animals were domesticated. This fact is ap-

proved with osteology remainders that were found during ar-

chaeological excavations [163–166; 170]. 

In whole Ganja’s traditions are leading to spiritual pureness, 

they are collection of the universe laws to perfection, way of na-

tion. Ganja and its surrounded territory are also rich with different 

stones.  

Among archaeological equipment there have been found two 

big boards from stone camel eyes.  

Base – columns, capitals, that are symbols of irreplaceable art, 

part of columns, different man monuments, masonry art symbols, 

that have Ganja, agriculture and religious meaning, especially 

grave monuments and phalluses, collections of different colored 

(red, brown, black, grey and other rare colored) stamps and sym-

bols of decorations, that were found in Azerbaijan during archeo-

logical investigations prove it.  

The best samples of monuments, that concern to stone treat-

ment are consists of column props, mill and gridding stones.  

In whole there were founded in and around Ganja a lot 

of samples, that concern to X century. They are consisting of 

stone figure, mills and column props. But stone equipment, found 

in Ganja prepared from mill and candlestick. Mill is usually pre-

pared from volcanic, quartz, limestone and basalt. They used for 

grinding seed, millet, salt and for other aims [156; 170]. 

Traditional textile of art of silk weaving products has a special 

place in Ganja.  

In the city formed two main method of silk treatment: 

1. Spinning. 2. Winding. Also, historically the traditional art 

of saddle-making in Ganja developed in direction of cargo and 

passenger saddle making. Afterwards military, economic and 

transportation significance of horse was decrease, the demand for 
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goods of saddle-making also was decrease. In the territory 

of Azerbaijan the oldest samples of wood treatment were found in 

the territory of ancient Ganja [209]. 

At the end we can say that, during many centuries in this an-

cient cultural and scientific center developed different branches 

of craftsmanship [157; 165]. 

Yakov Hummel, who had German nationality and worked in 

Helenendorph (Goygol) in the secondary school biology teacher 

with the help of the student circle of the school during the archae-

ological researches on the right and left banks of Ganjachai, has 

found valuable materials, that concern to the Bronze and Iron Age 

[161, p. 9–12]. 

The value of found materials was so great, that here has been 

created in Regional Museum of Helenendorph in 1927. 

As a result of his archaeological research, has revealed, that a 

great civilization existed in Ganja in the initial stages of the pri-

mary community structure. 

In 1961, in connection with the closure of regional museum of 

Khanlar (Goygol), all the exhibits of the museum were given to 

Ganja State Historical Museum named Nizami.  

We can say, that today, 15 thousand exhibits, found in the re-

gion of Ganjachai and that concern to the different historical peri-

ods were obtained by Y. Hummel. 

At different stages of the history of the capital city of Ganja 

status while maintaining the traditions of the ancient statehood 

and independence was of great importance [214]. 

For comparison, it should be noted that most major European 

city, Paris XIII century 100 thousand, 40–50 thousand people 

lived in London. Sheikh Nizami, in his opinion, and it becomes 

clear that the names by the works, libraries, and the millennium 

Ganja based on a rich scientific and cultural environment existed 

[214]. 

Their ancient traditions for the formation of with the 

historical, socio-economic and cultural environment was needed.  

Existence of such an environment in the city of Ganja and 

4 thousand years of history has been identified. Because of any of 

the city became a center for science and culture from ancient 
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traditions and a long-term cultural development is required [161, 

p. 10–11]. 

The cradle of ancient science and culture Ganja is famous in 

the world with its unusual historical monuments because of de-

velopment art and architecture traditions. 

Already in the X century, the construction and Renaissance 

works in Ganja, turned this city into the one of the largest archi-

tecture center of Azerbaijan. 

From that period till now in Ganja have been developing more 

than 30 craft areas, such as separate samples of selected pottery 

items, carpet weaving, jewelry, saddle-making, copper, were built 

a lot of tombs, which has no analogue, numerous mosques, bridges, 

kehriz (water supply systems), castles and towers, that prove, that 

local architectural traditions have a rich history [164; 169]. 

 

2.2. Typical local characteristics  

of urban culture in Ganja 
 

Ganja city has an ancient historical past as the urban center. 

These typical features have a great role in research of urban cul-

ture of this city: 

1. The majority of historical monuments, that are demonstrate 

the 4000 thousand year history of Ganja, which is the national 

wealth of our people, today gain unique place in the expositions of 

world’s museums. Ganja, that has changed its location at least 

4 times since its establishment, is located in a favorable position 

from the strategic point of view.  

That why it always has been the center of attention of for-

eigners. Ganja, that was the victim of a terrible earthquake many 

times, also was the subject of attacks of Mongols, Kharezms, 

Georgians, Arabs, Russians and other invaders. Ganja has turned 

to the arena of war damage of different countries of the world. But 

in spite of it didn’t shaken, and using the genetic power revived 

and developed, and rose to the level of great cities [209]. 

Protection of independence and state traditions by Ganja’s 

people under Javad Khan’s direction and showing an example 
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of heroism against aggressive Tsarist Russia is forming a glorious 

page of our history [156; 170]. 

2. "Turkish Revolution Committee of social-federalists", that 

showed the exceptional services in the establishment of the Azer-

baijan Democratic Republic in 1905, “Turkish edemiyyet”, ”De-

fense” committee and "Diphai" Party in Ganja, that was founded 

in order to protect our nation from the Armenian terrorism, once 

again showed, that Ganja people could bate all their creatures for 

traditions, statehood and independence.  

Thanks to the representatives of the national bourgeoisie pa-

triots, formed in Ganja, under the leadership of Nuri Pasha was 

created the Caucasus Islamic Army that saved Azerbaijan from 

the Armenian and Bolshevik forces ruthless genocide and created 

an incentive of the future of our country.  

For this reason, the capital of Azerbaijan Democratic Repub-

lic, that declared its independent in May, 28 in 1918, became Gan-

ja. The leaderships of our first national state were outstanding and 

public men and statesmen, who have belonged to the noble family 

of Ganja [208]. 

On April 27, in 1920, after Azerbaijan Democratic Republic’s 

overthrown by the Bolsheviks, that supported by bloody actions 

ofXI Army, just only Ganja for the first time raised its statehood, 

independence and freedom voice against the Soviets.  

The arbitrariness of occupying army, shooting of innocent 

people, made Ganja people to begin Ganja rebellion against for-

eigners in a glorious page of history [159–161]. 

3. Today in native land of genius as Nizami Ganjavi (XII), 

Abu Hafs Genci (XI–XII), Abul Ula Ganjavi (XI–XII), Mahsati 

Ganjavi (XII), Siti Ganjavi (XII), Qivami Mute rizi (XII), Raziyya 

Ganjavi (XII), Muhasib Ganjavi (XVIII), Sheikh Zaman (XVIII), 

Mirza Shafi Vazekh (XIX), Sheikh Ibrahim Gudsi (XIX), who 

gave great pearls to treasury of world science and culture, in 

the city Ganja carried out the non-oil sector, private enterprises, 

the development of new large industrial institutions, schools, med-

icine, and the establishment of cultural centers, on the basis of 

the specific programs construction and renovation works are being 
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implemented successfully, the huge projects become a reality 

[209]. 

During the archeological excavations material – cultural re-

mains have proved that Ganja, which is one of humanity's most 

ancient settlements, had played an important role in the history 

of the development of science and culture of our country.  

During passage point of Zoroastrian, moslim, and christian 

civilization, also location on the Silk Way from West to East, 

from North to South, suitable natural-geografical conditions, rich 

soil, mild climate, plentiful rivers, also talented and gifted people 

of Ganja played exceptional role for developing in Azerbaijan 

science and culture history. 

4. Ganja is located on the ancient caravan routes, so mer-

chants, travelers, scientists and cultural workers from different 

countries of the world visited Ganja, and first of all, their visiting 

helped our nation to integrate their spiritual values to all mankind 

civilizations. 

Also in XI century, during the Arab Caliphate flowering, 

the great thinker Gatran Tabrizi’s population in Ganja shows, that 

Ganja has become a major center of culture and science in 

the Muslim East.  

From the sources it becomes clear; in that period in Ganja 

there were personal and public libraries, medresses as modern 

universities, observatories and medical centers.  

Muslim culture has spread to the neighboring Christian states 

from here. That why, many scientists, poets, architects, artists 

from different countries of East settled in Ganja.  

As always, in the XVI–XVII centuries, Ganja gave to hu-

manity persons, that had improved science and culture of Azerbai-

jan. Musahib Ganjavi’s and Sheikh Ibrahim Qudsi’s names can be 

mentioned. We should not forget that Sheikh Ibrahim Qudsi, that 

was from the great Azerbaijani poet Nizami’s family, as a well-

known historian wrote a book “Tarixi-mugeddes” [214]. 

Throughout the centuries, the students in madrasas and in re-

ligious schools learnt the classical Eastern literature and world 

sciences. Ganja in the first half of the XIX century Ganja also 

played an important role in the development of science. 
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One of the founders Eastern philosophy in Russia was 

M. D. Topchubashov (1784–1869), who lived and worked in Gan-

ja, and also got his education here. In 1877 in part of the Iranian 

embassy he went to St. Petersburg, and later as professor of 

St. Petersburg University was one of the founders of the depart-

ment of ancient Russian Archeological Society and headed East 

department until the end of life. Among the thinkers, that lived 

and created in Ganja, we can name Mirza Mehdi Naji, Mullah 

Abdullah, Haji Abbas, Khaki and others [199, 1. 36]. 

According to the sources, at the end of XIX – at the beginning 

of the XX century in Ganja have worked already libraries, mainly 

consisted of the textbooks. The first publishing house in Azerbai-

jan owned by brothers Hamidov also was created in Ganja.  

Should not forget that, great patriot intellectual Nasib bey Yu-

sifbeyli, who grow up in Ganja, was one of the founders Azerbai-

jan Democratic Republic that was the greatest historical achieve-

ment of our nation. On September 01, 1919 at the meeting under 

his initiative parliament decided to establish the Baku State Uni-

versity [157; 163]. 

After a few days of the overthrow of the monarchy Hasan bey 

Agayev, Rustambeyli Shafi Bey, Khalil Xasmammedli, brothers 

Sheikhzamanli under the leadership of Nasib bey Yusifbeyli in 

history of Azerbaijan for the first time founded a new party- 

“Turkish Ademi merkeziyyet firgesi" that, supported Europe's cul-

tural values [199, 1. 36]. 

Hasan bey Agayev closely engaged in publicism, and in 1911 

he published the newspaper "Yujnıy Kavkaz" ("South Caucasus"). 

This great intellectual was elected the chairman of the society that 

spread education among the Muslims. His greatest service to med-

ical science of Azerbaijan was his foundation together with 

Khudadat bey Rafibeyli the medical society in Ganja.  

The first "Medical Society" in that, was established by Hasan 

bey Agayev and Khudadat bey Rafibeyli, stimulated the develop-

ment of medical science. Since the foundation of Azerbaijan State 

Agrarian University till today, lots of ten thousands of highly 

qualified specialists in agriculture have been trained [202, 1. 7]. 
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There are prominent scientists, statesmen and public figures, 

parliamentary deputies, heads of local and central executive pow-

er bodies among the graduates of this Academy. The Academy 

has educational and scientific relations with higher agricultural 

schools of USA, France, Germany, Iceland, Turkey, Iran, Hol-

land, Spain and CIS countries.  

In addition, in Ganja Regional Scientific Center, which serves 

for new poetic translations of the works of the great Azerbaijani 

poet Sheikh Nizami, for investigation of the poet's literary herit-

age and widens the mind researches,"Nizami Ganjavi Center" has 

been working.  

With the aim of delivering investigation works in the western 

part to the scientific community, in Azerbaijan National Academy 

of Sciences on exact and public sections the scientific journal 

“Xeberler" (“News”) and magazine "Nizami study" are published.  

In 1938 Ganja Teachers Institute started its activity during 

two year and after 5-year activity it became Ganja State Pedagog-

ical Institute named H. Zardabi and could give higher education.  

Institute of Technology of Azerbijan has been created at the in-

itiative of the Azerbaijani National Leader Heydar Aliyev, accord-

ing to decisions No. 202 of the USSR Council of Ministers, dated 

February 22, 1979, and No. 206 of Azerbaijan SSR Council of 

Ministers, dated July 10, 1980, firstly in the South Caucasus, in the 

basis of branch of Kirovabad (now Ganja) Polytechnic Institute of 

Azerbaijan, named Chingiz Ildirim and combined Baku branch of 

Krasnodar Polytechnic Institute, also the specialty of "wine tech-

nology" of Azerbaijan Institute of Agriculture, named 

S. Agamalıoglu. On the basis of Ganja Regional Teacher Training 

Institute and Ganja’s College of household under Decree number 

349 of National Leader Heydar Aliyev, dated June 13, 2000, was 

established the branch of Azerbaijan Institute of Teachers in Ganja.  

During the Soviet times Ganja brought up such great scientists, 

a s Mehdi Juvarly, Chingiz Juvarly, Maksud Aliyev, Mammadali 

Aliyev, Ali Guliyev, Aladdin Guliyev, Hamid Arasli, Rustam Ali-

yev, Akbar Babayev, Gazanfar Aliyev, Qasim Qamberoglu, Qah-

raman Qaragashli, Mirali Gashgai, Isaac Jafarzadeh; the rector of 

Baku State Pedagogical University and Baku State University, 
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worked for a long time, Mehdi Aliyev, former rector of the Azer-

baijan Oil Academy, a prominent scientist in the chemical Tofik 

Aliyev, Nuraddin Kazimov, Asaf Hajiyev and others, who has 

gained great success in various spheres of science and education 

and played role in development of science of Azerbaijan. 

The first vaccine preparing plant in Republic and wine-

making plant, The Scientific Research Institutes of Plant Protec-

tion, of silkworm breeding, of cotton-growing, of cattle-breeding 

science and Agro-mechanics are working nowadays.  

Thus, the above-mentioned facts once again demonstrate that, 

as in all stages of history, today Ganja also has its specific role in 

the development of Azerbaijani science.  

There are state schools providing general education, and also 

non-state schools providing general education in Ganja.  

There are 49 state secondary schools providing general educa-

tion with highly qualified teaching staff in the city, 1 special 

school for children with limited health, three boarding schools, 

3 vocational schools, technical and the humanitarian colleges, mu-

sic technical school, medical school, technical school, school of 

farmers and entrepreneurs, 3 vocational high schools, Turkish pri-

vate school, "Araz" preparation courses for universities, foreign 

language and computer centers, the house of education employees 

are working in Ganja. 

School № 4 of the city, named Mehdi Mehdizade, with 

an English bias, became a member of the Association of 

UNESCO schools. Today, more than 1,300 professionals are 

working in the education sphere of Ganja. 

The history of creation of Ganja’s libraries is belonging to 

the beginning of the last millennium. Also there were great libraries 

in Ganja in the X–XI centuries. The famous Arab traveler and geo-

graphical scholar Yagut Hamavi in her work "Macatal-bulan" 

shows, that there was a great library ”Dar-al-kitab” under the lead-

ership of the scientist Haddad ibn Bekran Abul-fazalan Neshevi, 

that had widen the scientific environment of Ganja [202, l. 7]. 

At the end of the XVIII century there was a popular library 

"Sultaniyye", that was the cradle of science and culture of Ganja. 
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At that time, there was a large library of Javad khan in Ganja. Un-

like others this library had been using free by the urban population.  

In connection with the 100th anniversary of the famous Rus-

sian poet A.S.Pushkin, there was established Nizami – Pushkin 

Library in Ganja. In 1934 Ganja city Education Department orga-

nized the City Central Library.  

Since 1976, all libraries in the city centralized around 

the Central Library and created Centralized Library System.  

Thus, the above-mentioned facts, once again demonstrates 

Ganja’s specific weight, as in all stages of history, in the devel-

opment of Azerbaijani science today. 

More than 60 different medical institutions serve for 

the health of townsmen of Ganja.  

Currently, 20 hospitals, the Central Clinical Hospital, Eye 

diseases hospital, infectious diseases, Endocrinology, Psychiatry, 

2 Children's Hospital, First Medical Aid, Railway hospitals, 

13 Ambulatory polyclinics, 5 Dispenser, 3 Medical Sanitary Sec-

tion; 9 Medical Center: Diagnosis, Ganja pensioners Territory So-

cial Service, Ganja Railway Hygiene and Epidemiology, Repro-

ductive Health and Family Planning, Escallop Medical Center, Or-

thopedic Prosthetic Center, Beauty and Health Center, 2 Consult-

ing also the First Aid Station, Children's tuberculosis sanatorium 

and Maternity hospital are working here. In whole, there are 1387 

doctors and 2622 nurseries work in medical centers of the city. 

The modern medical facilities, located in the city, are 

equipped with high-quality medical equipments. After the capital 

Baku, Ganja is the second largest center of science and culture 

of Azerbaijan.  

Because of region, where located the city in the South Cauca-

sus has very important strategic position, in the I–IV millennium 

the main caravan route that connected trade centers of the Middle 

East and Front Asia, were here.  

The ancient city Ganja found development on this trade way 

and over thousands of years were one of the well-known cultural 

centers. 
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Today, according to the history tradition, after the capital 

of Azerbaijan – Baku, Ganja is the second largest center of sci-

ence and culture.  

Theater, music, museums and libraries, that reflecting the cul-

tural level of the city, contributes development of the intellectual 

sphere.  

The history of art and theatre is ancient in Ganja and its foun-

dation begins with the initial period of human society. Even from 

the Middle Ages in Ganja in ceremonial and religious holidays 

there were shown square performances were performed different 

scenes. 

Performances that shown by amateur troops and played 

scenes, accompanied by music, gave good mood to the population 

and made thinking them.  

Even at the end of the XIX century by amateur theater groups 

in Ganja have been staged plays of M. F. Akhundov, 

N. Narimanov, N. B. Vezirov and other well-known writers. In 

1906, by amateur drama group has been created the 38-seat "Gan-

ja Muslim drama party". 

Well-known thinker, a patriot Ganja intelligent, an active 

member of the Party "Difai" and the society Mirza Muhammad 

Akhundov was founder of theater culture and wrote work "What 

is the Teatro?" about theater’s role in society.  

The first great national theater in Ganja was in 1933, on the 

basis of “Tengid-teblig theater” ("critical-promoting theater") in 

Baku, that was founded in 1933.  

In 1954 to Ganja’s theater was given the name of well-known 

playwright Jafar Jabbarli. Ganja theater traditions are connected 

to such famous persons as M. Sheyxzamanov, M. Hemzeyev, 

B. Shekinskaya, I. Afandiyev, and M. Davudov. 

In this magnificent temple of art, were performed successfully 

several times not only Azerbaijani, but also Russian, European 

and world classics works.  

Alakbar Seyfi, Ismail Talybly, M. Burceliyev, Sedaye Musta-

fayeva, Ashraf Yusifzade, Aladdin Abbasov and other talented ac-

tors have created characters that opened in Ganja theater’s history 

unforgettable pages.  
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An ancient cultural center of Azerbaijan Ganja is rightly 

proud of well-known persons and valuable contribution that it has 

given to treasury of the world's musical culture.  

An ancient Ganja and Ganjabasar is the land of Ozan's, 

the cradle and hot spring Ashuq’s art. It becomes clear from the 

information in the book «Kitabi Dede Korkut» (VII century), 

that ozan's history in our territory is very ancient. Ozans, who had 

taken "Qolcha Gobuz" (an old Azerbaijani musical instrument) 

and shared from country to country, from man to man people's 

happiness and sadness, were the leaders of people's parties.  

The most ancient stringed musical instrument gobuz is a pre-

decessor of the modern ashuq's saz. Dede Korkud's expression 

"gobuz is sacred" shows respect of our nation to music. 

In the Middle Ages in Ganja poets, musicians, wise men and 

artists had meetings and were talking about science, literature, 

music, art.  

An existence of such kind of meetings prove participation of 

the first well-known poetess of Azerbaijan, the first woman chess 

player and the first prominent female musician Mahsati Ganjavi 

(XII century) and other scientific and literary sources. 

Creation heritage of the great poet and thinker of Azerbaijan 

Nizami Ganjavi (1141–1209) on the universal importance gave 

rich information to the national culture, and also influenced to the 

development of literature and art. Nizami’s characters have be-

come the symbols of the culture of Azerbaijan.  

Many composers created vocal works, operas and ballets, 

symphony and other eternal music, that praised Nizami’s poetry in 

music, and enriched world's culture. 

Renaissance poet Sheikh Nizami's "The Treasure of Secrets", 

"Khosrov and Shirin", "Leili and Majnun", "Seven Beauties", "Is-

kendername" poems hunting and military music, vocal and in-

strumental music, palace, and folk music, lyric music, dance mu-

sic, musical instruments and music performers, theory aesthetic 

problems of music, based on the oral tradition of professional mu-

sic, mugham, classified forms, educational importance and others 

are explained in poetry form, and given valuable information 

about 8 mughams and 40 national musical instruments. 
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The works of Nizami Ganjavi reflect musical culture of the 

East, the whole country, and also rich musical life of the poet's 

own city – of Ganja. 

Music, singing always has a great place in the life of Azeri peo-

ple. Even in the early periods of human history all the household 

and religious ceremonies are accompanied by music. We know that, 

in VII centuries, Dede Gorgud played on gopuz [156; 170]. 

In IX–XII centuries the music genre developed in Ganja. In 

palaces stringed, wind, percussion musical instruments are widely 

used in the mughams, singers sang songs, and artists have won 

fame with beautiful music works in the Middle East. 

Along with mugham in Ganja ashug art widely spread among 

the people.  

In XI–XII centuries there were creative meetings in Ganja, 

where singer, musician and poets took part. In such meetings the 

representatives of literature and art of that period, including Mah-

sati Ganjavi, also took part. 

Great Nizami Ganjavi in his works has said the name of thirty 

popular musical instruments that were widely spread in Azerbai-

jan at that time. This fact also proves that in XII century and more 

that earlier Azerbaijan people had high musical culture. 

Ganja city that has high music feeling and the music culture, 

gave to the history of Azerbaijan national music such well-known 

composers as Meshedi Jamil Amirov, Fikret Amirov, Ganbar 

Huseynli, Zerif Gayibov, Telman Aliyev and Alakbar Tagiyev.  

The love tradition to music lives in Ganja till nowadays. At 

present, State Philharmonic Society, "Goy-gol" State Song and 

Dance Ensemble, Orchestra of Folk Instruments, Ganja State 

Chamber Orchestra, music techniques, music schools are func-

tioning in Ganja All genres of music – ashug, folk songs, opera, 

also the types of modern music have developed a high levelly in 

Ganja [160; 168]. 

The Museum of Ethnography of History, named after Nizami 

Ganjavi that consists of two departments was founded in 1924.  

In the museum organizing there was the role of a group of 

teachers and students of the Seminary of Ganja. If in the first years 
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of its inception, there were 500 exhibits in museum, the total num-

ber of museum’s exhibits in nowadays more than 30 thousand.  

At present time, the main fund of museum 24785 exhibits is 

reserved. 4438 of them are archaeological exhibits, 1648 ethnog-

raphy, 392 painting, 9 sculptures, 2753 picture, 9259 document, 

3441 numismatics, 1984 books, 816 are in the areas of patriotism.  

Today, ancient, medieval, and numerous exhibits of modern 

period are shown in 18 rooms with total area of 972 m2 for the 

people who like history. Museum’s exposition shows historical de-

velopment of ganja from ancient times till nowadays [161; 165]. 

1. In addition in Ganja also actives the museum, that devoted 

to Azerbaijani National Leader Heydar Aliyev, Nizami Memorial 

House Museum, Mir Jalal Pashayev Memorial Museum, the first 

Soviet Union hero – Israfil Mammadov’s Memorial House Muse-

um, Museum of Independence of Azerbaijan Democratic Repub-

lic, also the museum “Cucelerim” Children's Creative center 

which has no analogue in the world and a number of small-sized 

museums are operating in Ganja.  

In Ganja, which has ancient and rich culture and traditions of 

the table, still has preserved Azerbaijani national cuisine tradi-

tions. Ganja kitchen with its national characteristics is differs from 

other regions of Azerbaijan.  

The cooked dishes, prepared sweets, sherbet (sweet drink) are 

differing for their tasty and manufacturing technology. Ganja has 

a positive impact on national food composition in the human 

body, is the health service. Ganja harmoniously combines kitchen 

culture, its history, philosophy, table psychology, traditions, phys-

iology, hygiene, chemistry, equipment, ethics, esthetics, poetry 

and other aspects of the culture of the table [164; 167]. 

2. Most unique culinary samples of Ganja, including plov, ke-

bab, changal, chıgırtma, pity, dovga, cream, cheese, oven bread, 

thin, lavash, pakhlava, zilviyye, sherbet, rose water, lemon tea, dif-

ferent kinds of jam, acids and other meals are extremely delicious.  

Most of the meals, including to Ganja cuisine are Turkish 

origin. For example,”dolma” comes from the word “doldurmaq” 

(in translation it means “fill”, “basdirma” from “basdirmag” 
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(means landfill cover), “chigirtma” from “chigirtmaq” (make 

cry),”bozartma” comes from “bozartmaq” (to boil). 

Measured at the thousand ages, ancient Ganja’s national 

kitchen culture as a result of old experience of our progenitors, 

from generation to generation came to the present day. 

3. After spreading Islam religion in Azerbaijan, Ganja got a 

status of the provincial center of the Arab Caliphate, and in whole 

Islamic world found fame as a center of science, education and 

culture.  

One of the important pilgrimages in the world of the VII–VIII 

centuries, the complex Imamzade, which named «Blue Imam», 

and where one of the sons of Imam Mohammed Bagir Prince Ib-

rahim was buried in, made Ganja city famous as the city of Imam 

Hussein of the Islamic world.  

At present, 98.96 % of the populations of Ganja are Muslims. 

There are tens of Muslim mosques, the Russian-Orthodox Church, 

number of Albanian and German churches in Ganja.  

Ganja's people like Islam's science, philosophical bases and 

equally, they demonstrate a good attitude and religious tolerance 

to all religions [156; 170]. 

This argument is an indication of religious tolerance of 

Ganja's population and all of these facts prove the historical past 

of urban culture of Ganja. 

 

2.3. Innovative ethnographic approach  
on investigation and teaching  

of some basic decorative – applied arts 
 

Ganja – homeland of great Azerbaijani poet and philosopher 

Nizami Ganjavi is of the ancient cities of the world. This city has 

more than 3000 years old. Today Ganja is the second cultural-

economical centre of the Azerbaijan Republic.  

During centuries in this ancient cultural centre have been de-

veloped the different branches of decorative-applied art.  

Late in XIX – early in XX centuries in Ganja were developed 

such traditional handicraft branches as carpet-making, masonry, 

ceramics trade, metal-making trades.  
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During this historical period these kinds of decorative-applied 

art had some typical features. Many different wares of these hand-

icraft branches are guarded in museums.  

In Ganja in the territory of Ganja State Historical-Local Lore 

Museum named after Nizami Ganjavi some unique patterns of dif-

ferent kinds of local traditional decorative – applied art are pre-

served, too. Investigation and also teaching of these handicraft 

branches of Ganja of the XIX–XX centuries is very necessary.  

On the basis of scientific materials it is very important to re-

search differentwares of decorative-applied arts of ancient Ganja. 

Teaching of these handicraft branches at schools is so necessary 

too, because:  

1. In the XIX–XX centuries in Ganja one of the main tradi-

tional handicraft branches was a masonry trade. During this his-

torical period masonry trade differed with its speedy development.  

For this period masonry trade was considered the basic indi-

cator of development of local traditional architecture. Main and 

more popular wares of masonry trade of Ganja in the XIX–XX 

centuries were: Architectural and construction buildings, epi-

graphical monuments, epitaphes (sepulchral stones with calligra-

phy) [163; 170]. 

Basic models of the national masonry trade of Ganja for this 

period are considered the dwelling houses and public buildings. 

Common quantity of these historical buildings is more than 200. 

But the main epigraphical wares of Ganja of this period are stony 

models («shebeke») and stells of Ganja Imamzadeh tomb, also 

Shah Abbas mosque.  

In Ganja there are many epitaphes wares. During XIX–XX 

centuries here lived some popular lapidaries. In the territory of 

this ancient city were preserved a lot of models of this handicraft 

branch. In «Sebzikar» grave-yard, also in the territory of cemetery 

of «Imamzadeh» complex there are more than 150 epitaphes of 

this historical period.  

These epitaphes are considered the main sepulchral stones 

with calligraphy of the XIX–XX centuries of Ganja [165; 167]. 

At Azerbaijan State Agrarian University, Azerbaijan Tech-

nology University and Ganja State University in Ganja have been 
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prepared some methodical-scientific supplies on the theme of in-

vestigation and teaching of this ancient traditional handicraft 

branch.  

2. During XIX–XX centuries in Ganja were produced differ-

ent kinds of local national carpets. These wares are important his-

torical-ethnographical sources. It is very necessary to protect all 

patterns of traditional carpets of Ganja of this historical period.  

Also, teaching of these decorative-applied art wares on 

the basis of scientific materials is urgent problem. In Ganja during 

XIX–XX centuries were prepared such carpet – making trade 

wares as khalcha, palaz, kylim, khaly, kebe, chul, verny and etc. 

[162; 169]. 

During many centuries carpets of Ganja differed from other 

carpet wares for their typical handicraft features. This carpet kind 

had very various decorativeornamental characteristics. Buta, also 

different geometric and botanical ornaments are considered as 

the basic decorative-handicraft accounts of local traditional carpet 

wares of Ganja [157; 168]. 

Today the youth of the Azerbaijan Republic would learn this 

ancient traditional kind of handicraft. In our country we have spe-

cialists of this branch and at some colleges; universities are teach-

ing different kinds of traditional decorative – applied arts such as 

carpet – making trade.  

But also we have to pay attention to this fact, that in our vil-

lages of Ganjabasar (Western part of the Azerbaijan Republic) re-

gion lived many women (also men), who considered the elderly 

specialists of this ancient trade.  

3. In Ganja during many centuries ceramic trade was one 

the main handicraft branches. Different wares of this kind of dec-

orative-applied art were considered as the qualitative and graceful 

patterns in whole of the country.  

Ceramic patterns of Ganja of the XIX–XX centuries have 

many characteristic handicraft features:  

I. Typical constructive – plastic form elements. During this 

historical period in Ganja have been prepared different ceramic 

wares with various constructive – plastic forms.  
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Seheng, shegreng, kupe, jurdeck, kuze were the main water 

crockeries of Ganja in the XIX–XX centuries [156; 170]. 

Basic kitchen ceramic utensils were considered cholmek, 

qazan, qazancha, kuvey, dopu, helimdun, ashsyuzen and others 

[163; 167]. 

II. Characteristic decorative-ornamental elements. The most 

part of earthenwares of Ganja during this period had different lo-

cal traditional ornaments.  

Many of these wares are decorated with geometric, botanical 

designs and figures of domestic, also wild animals, but always 

graceful and effective. The major parts of these traditional ceram-

ic wares of Ganja have stamps (handicraft stamps).  

Late in XIX – early in XX centuries in this ancient city was a 

great district – «mehelle», which called «Duluschular» («Pot-

ters»). In the territory of this district during many centuries lived 

and worked craftsmen of this trade [159; 166]. 

We propose a motion for investigation, also teaching of ce-

ramic trade of Ganja just in this city.  

At first, in the territory of Javad khan street of Ganja this year 

(in 2012) was built the scientific – applied centre of national tradi-

tional ceramic trade. Here it is possible to product different pot-

tery wares.  

Also, in Ganja Branch (former Ganja Regional Scientific 

Centre) of Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences were com-

piled and published some scientific-methodical monographes, ar-

ticles on the theme of investigation of ceramics trade of Ganja by 

scientists [160; 162]. 

These scientific-educational supplies is very necessary on 

teaching of the history and characteristic trade of this handicraft 

branch at Ganja State University, Ganja humanitarian college, al-

so at Azerbaijan Technology University. We must say, that is very 

necessary to teach the main handicraft features of traditional deco-

rativeapplied arts of Ganja of the XIX–XX centuries.  

Also in Ganja Regional Scientific Centre of Azerbaijan Na-

tional Academy of Sciences during 2012–2017 years were sys-

tematic investigated the basic national characteristics of these 

trades and published some scientific works.  
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In the future we have to continue our researches in the field of 

learning, investigation and teaching of these main traditional 

handicraft branches not only in Ganja, but also in whole territory 

of the Azerbaijan Republic.  

Ganja is one of the ancient cities of Azerbaijan and situated in 

the western part of Republic. Weaving was highly developed in 

Ganja. Traditional types of fabric were considered for every kind 

of clothes and woven in specific quantities. In many cases, 

the kind of clothes and name of the fabric became identical, such 

as “jejim”.  

Products known as “blanket cover,” “mattress cover,” “prayer 

rug,” “curtain for mattresses,” “curtain for corners,” and “cover 

for mutakka” (long and round pillow for leaning to rest ) were 

woven in the jejim weaving style are artistic examples where 

the name of the fabric and product type are the same [156; 170]. 

A coarse calico is also woven in some villages of the Ganja 

region, especially in Samukh where this fabric is particularly 

distinguished. In addition to weaving excellent carpets, silk, and 

half-silk fabrics, they produced high quality cotton fabric 

(zarifagh) called “jalamaya” [158; 167]. 

Gauze was produced from the finest type of cotton thread and 

fine white “jalamaya.” Gauze was produced from the finest type 

of cotton thread and fine white “jalamaya” was produced from the 

double or triple twisted type.  

“Jalamaya” is a densely woven type of cotton fabric woven in 

Ganja.  

The abundance of natural dye plants in addition to different 

types of raw material including sheep s wool, camel wool, and 

goat s wool played a decisive role in the realization 

of manufacturing wool products in Azerbaijan.  

At the end of the nineteenth century, Ganja and its 

surrounding regions occupied an important place concerning 

the abundance of wool in Azerbaijan.  

In historical sources, information is given on the presence of 

100,000 sheep in this region, including the quantity of the wool 

reserve.  
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This abundance increased the creation of different types 

of wool products. Ganja woman did not do any work in the fields 

and their main occupation was weaving nice carpets and carpet 

items. According to the information about Ganja, the woman in 

each village wove carpets, rugs, horse cloths, sacks, catchalls, and 

the most delicate and high quality shawls called “mahud.” 

The length of each shawl was seven arsheen (equal to 0,71 m) and 

the width was four charak (17,75 sm).  

Depending on their quality, each shawl was evaluated at 

a price between seven manat to ten silver manat according to 

the monetary rate of that time [157; 162]. 

In the nineteenth century, Ganja was one of the places where 

professional needlework was centralized. The “gazma” and 

“doldurma” types of tekelduz needleework spread widely around 

Ganja. Rich families residing in this territory preferred to cover 

their tents with white-colored felt casts and therefore, they ordered 

felt casts made from white wool. 

Carpet and carpet items held an essential place in the daily 

life of the people of the Ganja region.  

There were carpets for praying, horse cloths and other 

weaving products, in addition to carpets and kilimin different 

sizes. The rich nature of Ganja lent special tints to the carpets of 

this region and endowed various dyes to the color composition.  

Colorful dyes are the main feature distinguishing the carpets 

of this region. In terms of the patterns and compositions of 

the carpets, the imagination, mythical views, and beliefs of 

the local people held an important place in their lives and their 

expressions were represented in the carpets.  

Mythological birds and animals, as well as semantic elements, 

resulting from their outlook on life were specific to the carpets 

of this region.  

Ganja carpets that have close ties with different carpet-

weaving groups of Azerbaijan act as a main expression of thought 

and feelings of the people residing in this territory. 

Generally, the characteristic features of Ganja carpets are 

their long form, high pile, and great patterns. Flat weave carpets 

are observed in different densities.  
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In the Ganja region, a small portable warping machine for 

weaving small carpets was installed in houses or yards but 

the large carpets were also used. A professional master conducted 

the process of laying warp on these warping machines. 

In the past in addition to weaving carpets, the profession of 

felting widely used by the people in the cattle-breeding and 

nomadic economy spread in Ganja, as it was an old weaving 

center.  

The felts prepared by local masters were very useful for 

covering of the tops and sides of shacks in the mountainous fields 

of this territory, as well as for covering the floor and carts. 

The felts were made mainly from white and black wool.  

The tents were decorated with pile and flat weave carpets in 

addition to felts. Palas, jejim, and kilim, in addition to other flat 

weave carpets were distinguished for their beauty. Each family 

would have a silk jejim woven on the simplest “hana” in 

the Ganja region, where silkworm breeding developed, because of 

the color, fine pattern, delicate knitting, and durability of these 

particular jejim. 

The most important parts of the dowries given to brides in 

Ganja included pile and flat weave carpets, manually woven 

catchalls, saddlebags, kit bags, sacks, salt bags, “mutakka” with 

carpet covers, and other woven items [156; 170]. 

It is possible to observe the artistic and technological effect 

of Ganja carpets in some carpets of Gazakh and Garabakh [180, 

p. 26]. 

The pile of carpets woven in the mountains of Ganja were 

longer and thicker since they were intended to keep the room 

warm in cold weather, in addition to their aesthetic importance.  

Ganja carpets have their own specific individual color palette, 

using sharp tones. The most commonly used colors are dark blue, 

green, yellow, blue, black, and ivory [66, p. 45; 161, p. 12–15]. 

Ganja group carpets are known as “Ganja,” “Old Ganja,” 

“Gadabay,” “Chiragli,” “Samukh,” “Chayli,” “Shadli,” and 

“Fakhrali.” The “Samukh,” “Chayli,” and “Fakhrali” carpets 

woven here have an artistic arrangement with a constant form, 
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a closed type, and a central field decorated with “gyol” 

(medallion). 

The main production center of “Old Ganja” carpets is a center 

of the Shamkir region situated north and west of Ganja and its 

surrounding villages. This carpet has a specific artistic structure 

[180, p. 26]. 

The strips decorated in successive and diagonal form along 

the central field and free “buta” (paisley) elements inside them are 

very pleasant.  

These patterns are distinguished for their artistic structure and 

color resolution from “buta” elements inside in Baku, Shirvan, 

Karabakh, and Sarab carpets.  

This carpet is known by various names: “Ganja,” “Old 

Ganja,” “Ganja buta,” or “Butali Ganja.” The “Khantirma” carpet 

created in Karabakh as a result of the influence of Ganja carpets is 

reminiscent of an “Old Ganja” carpet.  

It may be supposed that the “Old Ganja” cheshni was created 

under the influence of the design of tirma clothes brought from 

the East during the commercial development of Ganja [66, p. 45; 

161, p. 11–14]. 

One of the carpets belonging to the Ganja group is related to 

the name of the Fakhrali village.  

These carpets were the most popular carpets of the Ganja 

group with individual artistic structures. As a rule, these carpets 

were woven in small sizes and intended for praying.  

The upper part of the carpet is encircled with contours with 

a sanctuary depiction and geometric “gyol” inside the central 

field. The sanctuary depiction allows the carpet to be used again, 

leading to the name “janamaz” [180, p. 27]. 

The patterns of Ganja carpets mainly consist of geometric 

decorative elements. None of the elements assumes visual 

meaning from the point of view of appearance. 
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CONCLUSIONE 
 

 

 

Va notato che nel corso dei secoli XIX–XX, lo sviluppo delle 

industrie di base Ganja artigianato tradizionale ha le seguenti 

caratteristiche distintive: A cavallo dei secoli XIX–XX in questa 

antica città, questo mestiere è la leva principale dello sviluppo 

dell'architettura locale.  

I principali e piuttosto importanti campioni arte di pietra 

Tecniche Ganja questo periodo può essere visto in settori quali 

l'architettura e l'ingegneria civile, monumenti epigrafici ed 

epitaffi.  

I principali indicatori arte di pietra Ganja in architettura ed 

esterni costruzione di business sono più di 200 case, ed edifici 

pubblici che sono considerati monumenti storici di importanza 

locale. 

Questi modelli storici arte di pietra Crafts Ganja nel territorio 

dei cimiteri complesso "Imamzade" e "Sebzikar".  

Il numero totale di epitaffi dati, tra cui cripte unici, tombe, ci 

sono oltre 100 unità. Ceramiche avuto un ruolo importante nello 

sviluppo della città. Dal momento che, in questo periodo ci sono 

stati oltre 20 Ganja e laboratori dove i rappresentanti di questo 

mestiere qualità, prodotti di creta chiazze fabbricati.  

Campioni di ceramica Ganja questo periodo può essere 

approssimativamente classificati in tre gruppi principali:  

1. Ceramica.  

2. Ceramica smaltata.  

3. Ceramiche niente pestilenza. 

Le principali caratteristiche della ceramica Ganja erano forme 

costruttive e di plastica, così come geometrici, elementi decorativi 

e ornamentali zoomorfe. Ganja tessitura di tappeti di questo 

periodo è sicuramente considerato molto importanti fonti storiche 

ed etnografiche.  

Nel corso dei secoli XIX–XX Ganja tappeti nazionali 

mantengono le loro principali caratteristiche mestiere decorativo. 
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E ' importante notare che i tappeti Ganja differivano alcune 

proprietà per secoli e tappeti gruppi di Ganja - Karabakh in questo 

periodo sono stati considerati un Arti e mestieri speciali vista 

quindi.  

Tale ampio tappeto sviluppo ha contribuito la disponibilità di 

materie prime. Inoltre tappeti sono ampiamente utilizzati nella 

vita quotidiana della popolazione – ei mobili, e come il sipario, e 

come il letto e come pavimentazione. In tessitura di tappeti erano 

per lo più occupati da donne.  

Ciò era dovuto al fatto che, nella società musulmana, le donne 

preferivano lavorare a casa. Tuttavia, vi sono casi in cui questa 

unità che operano uomini.  

Le caratteristiche principali di tradizionali tappeti Ganja XIX–

XX secolo provenienti da altri gruppi di tappeti azeri sono mat 

meno densa (25x30 sm), la densità della pila, una composizione 

chiara, elementi decorativi e ornamentali geometrici e utilizzare 

colori più brillanti. 

I principali tipi di tappeti artigianali Ganja in questo periodo 

sono stati considerati Palasi, kilim, Shedd, Chuval, hurdzhun ecc 

Secondo le statistiche nel 1886 sul territorio di Ganja (provincia 

Ganja – Yelizavetpol) ha prodotto più di 25 mila chili di prodotti 

tappeto. 23.000 di questi prodotti sono stati esportati. Nel 1894 

queste cifre erano in quantità di £ 28.980 nel 1913 Ganja è stato 

esportato 72.200 unità di prodotti tappeto.  

Dobbiamo tenere a mente il fatto che dalla seconda metà dei 

diversi tappeti e moquette di qualità XIX secolo Ganja sono stati 

mostrati alle fiere internazionali ripetutamente.  

Le principali caratteristiche della ceramica Ganja erano forme 

costruttive e di plastica, così come geometrici, elementi decorativi 

e ornamentali zoomorfe. Kamenotesnoe affare Ganja diversa 

storia antica e ricca di tradizioni artigianali. A cavallo dei secoli 

XIX–XX in questa antica città, questo mestiere è la leva 

principale dello sviluppo dell'architettura locale.  

I principali e piuttosto importanti campioni kamenotesnogo 

Tecniche Ganja questo periodo può essere visto in settori quali 

l'architettura e l'ingegneria civile, monumenti epigrafici ed 

epitaffi. I principali indicatori kamenotesnogo artigianato Ganja in 
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architettura ed esterni costruzione di business sono più di 200 

case, ed edifici pubblici che sono considerati monumenti storici di 

importanza locale.  

I campioni epigrafica della città principale data epoca storica 

considerato shebeke stele di pietra e tombe di pietra e moschee 

Imamzade Shah Abbas (o Moschea Juma).  

Come sapete, a cavallo dei secoli XIX, soprattutto durante il 

XIX secolo Ganja appositamente sviluppato calligrafi artigianali 

intagliatori. Sul territorio di Ganja conserva ancora un bel po 'di 

campioni lapide stele, opere d'arte di scultura su pietra.  

Epitaffi di questa antica città sono il riflesso perfetto di 

creatività poetica di artisti locali, poeti, pittori e calligrafi 

intagliatori. Questi modelli storici kamenotesnogo Crafts Ganja 

nel territorio dei cimiteri.  

Ganja tessitura di tappeti di questo periodo è sicuramente 

considerato molto importanti fonti storiche ed etnografiche.  

Nel corso dei secoli XIX–XX Ganja tappeti nazionali 

mantengono le loro caratteristiche principali caratteristiche delle 

arti e mestieri.  

E ' importante notare che i tappeti Ganja differivano alcune 

proprietà per secoli e tappeti gruppi di Ganja-Garabakh in questo 

periodo sono stati considerati un Arti e mestieri speciali di 

visualizzazioni quindi.  

I principali tipi di tappeti artigianali Ganja in questo periodo 

sono stati considerati Palasi, kilim, Shedd, Chuval, hurdzhun ecc 

Secondo le statistiche nel 1891 sul territorio di Ganja (provincia 

Ganja-Yelizavetpol) ha prodotto più di 22 mila chili di prodotti 

tappeto. £21.000 di questi prodotti sono stati esportati.  

Dobbiamo tenere a mente il fatto che dalla seconda metà dei 

diversi tappeti e moquette di qualità XIX secolo Ganja sono stati 

mostrati alle fiere internazionali ripetutamente. Mestiere del 

metallo è uno dei principali settori del mestiere di Ganja.  

Durante la seconda metà del XIX e XX secolo 

metalloobrabatyvanie sviluppate con grande velocità e 

l'introduzione accelerata del reato in questa zona. Attraverso lo 

sviluppo di scavo, elementi ornamentali decorativi, Procurement e 

il miglioramento di abilità tecnologica è stato osservato 
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immediatamente e industrie artigianali nel settore gioielleria, e la 

professione di calderai, così come in incisione.  

In relazione a tale parte dei prodotti artigianali utilizzati nella 

vita quotidiana e come arma. Inoltre, in Ganja sviluppato 

metalloobrabatyvanie artistico.  

Uno degli elementi di prova principale dello sviluppo di 

questo settore in Ganja è considerato una esistenza a lungo 

termine di unità storici ed etnografici urbanisticaparrocchie 

distinte, cioè maestri locali trimestri. Queste congregazioni per 

secoli chiamati i nomi dei singoli rami di questo mestiere.  

I territori delle parrocchie quarti zhyli rappresentanti della 

famiglia e lavorato appena sopra le industrie artigianali. Avevano 

grandi laboratori e prodotti di alta qualità fabbricati qui.  

Essi sono utilizzati non solo dalla gente del posto, ma anche 

venduti ad acquirenti in altre regioni. Gli stranieri pagano ingenti 

somme per i prodotti raffinati di questo antico mestiere di Ganja.  

I principali esempi di questi settori Ganja durante il XIX–XX 

secolo erano caldaia, brocca, vassoio (in particolare- "medzhmei"-

un grande vassoio di rame), blu (misure secondarie vassoio di 

rame) Nimich (piatto di rame decorativo), diversi tipi di armi e 

gioielli.  

Oltre a queste industrie artigianali in Ganja sui secoli XIX–

XX evoluti tale professione folk tradizionale come la lavorazione 

del legno, tessitura, annuendo classi materia voylochnikov, sellai, 

ecc Questi industria artigianato sono considerati importanti studi 

storici ed etnografici del passato fonti di Ganja e di sviluppo. 

Attività di ricerca etnografica e artigianato industria è molto 

importante in quanto un modo per esplorare insieme con la storia 

e la cultura del popolo, nel corso degli anni si formano le relazioni 

politiche, economiche e industriali. Strettamente connesso con 

l'economia e la vita quotidiana della gente, le classi artigiane 

erano uno dei principali portatori di tradizioni nazionali.  

2. Revisione della letteratura Come sapete, a cavallo dei 

secoli XIX–XX, soprattutto durante il XIX secolo Ganja 

appositamente sviluppato calligrafi artigianali intagliatori.  

Sul territorio di Ganja conserva ancora un bel po 'di campioni 

lapide stele, opere d'arte di scultura su pietra.  
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Epitaffi di questa antica città sono il riflesso perfetto di 

creatività poetica di artisti locali, poeti, pittori e calligrafi 

intagliatori Mondo Mehdi Ganja (o Mirza Mehdi Naji), e Sheikh 

Zaman. 

A cavallo dei secoli XIX–XX in Ganja con più rapido 

sviluppo delle industrie come la ceramica (ceramica), la 

lavorazione del legno, lavorazione dei metalli, pietra viene 

indossato, tessitura di tappeti a causa di miglioramenti nella 

tecnologia e la tecnologia di produzione.  

Come sapete, Ganja è una delle più antiche città del Caucaso. 

Per secoli, la città si sviluppò in diversi settori del mestiere. 

Inoltre, il metalloobrabatyvanie arte sviluppata Ganja.  

Uno degli elementi di prova principale dello sviluppo di 

questo settore in Ganja è considerato una esistenza a lungo 

termine di unità storici ed etnografici urbanistica - parrocchie 

distinte, cioè maestri locali trimestri.  

Queste congregazioni per secoli chiamati i nomi dei singoli 

rami di questo mestiere. Tra i locali chiamati – parrocchie dati 

"Mahalli" e portava nomi come "Smith" (demirchiler), "ramaio" 

(miskerler), "gioiellieri" (zergerler). I territori delle parrocchie 

quarti zhyli rappresentanti della famiglia e lavorato appena sopra 

le industrie artigianali. 

Così, il numero di classi in Ganja, nel periodo c 19 secolo fino 

alla metà del 20 secolo, diverso da altre regioni dei mestieri del 

paese. E 'stata soprattutto una professione legata all'espansione 

della città e la crescita della popolazione ha aumentato la 

domanda per l'artigianato.  

In tali circostanze, un cottage industria non ha potuto 

mantenere il suo carattere naturale. Prodotti già in alcuni settori 

finiti sono stati esposti al mercato. Aumentando il numero di 

artigiani in città è stato collegato alla linea con la crescita della 

popolazione.  

I prodotti concorrenti fabbriche non ha ancora raggiunto un 

livello serio, e quindi creato le condizioni favorevoli per 

l'espansione di occupazioni tradizionali. Inoltre, questi prodotti 

industrie artigianali erano strettamente associati con la vita e le 
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tradizioni del popolo, e sarebbe difficile sostituire la loro 

produzione in fabbrica.  

Durante questo periodo della storia in Ganja sviluppata 

soprattutto la tessitura di tappeti, tessitura, tiskalschika mestiere 

sarto, fabbro e la gioielleria, occupazione tintore, cooper e 

conciatore, rendendo la pistola e l'altra industria artigianato simile. 

Tra questi mestieri sviluppati soprattutto la tessitura dei 

tappeti. Tale ampio tappeto sviluppo ha contribuito la 

disponibilità di materie prime. Inoltre tappeti sono ampiamente 

utilizzati nella vita quotidiana della popolazione e, come mobili, 

tende, e come, e in che modo come un letto e rivestimenti per 

pavimenti.  

In tessitura di tappeti erano per lo più occupati da donne. Ciò 

era dovuto al fatto che, nella società musulmana, le donne 

preferivano lavorare a casa. Tuttavia, ci sono casi in cui questo 

mestiere impegnati e gli uomini.  

Sarti e Capper creati come vestiti nazionali come i vestiti e lo 

stile della moda europea.  

Secondo la ricerca disporre di informazioni accurate sul 

ampio sviluppo del settore gioielleria in Ganja nel tardo 19 

secolo-inizio 20 secolo. Gioielli Jewelers lo più prodotta su 

ordinazione. Tra loro c'era la specifica.  

Il lavoro di abili artigiani hanno afflitto anche stranieri. 

Sviluppo delle relazioni commerciali ed economiche con i paesi 

vicini hanno contribuito al riconoscimento di gioielleria locale 

all'estero.  

Un esempio di questo sono i modelli unici realizzati a mano 

gioiellerie azere nei musei di San Pietroburgo (Russia), la Francia 

e la Georgia.  

Sulla base della classificazione di imbarcazioni, è stato 

stabilito che alla fine del 19 secolo diversi professionisti della 

moda cominciò a scomparire. Tra di loro c'era-Sherstobitov 

cardatori, selebchi, dzhulfachy, izvochniki. Hanno esaurito i loro 

rappresentanti e sono state sostituite da nuove imbarcazioni. 

L'arredamento interno rispecchia il negozio di artigianato 

occupazione del suo proprietario. In questi workshop lavorato 

maestro ei suoi discepoli. Nella vita quotidiana della popolazione 
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di ruolo Ganja dell'artigianato è stata grande. Questi prodotti sono 

ampiamente utilizzati Ganjahanno decorato arredamento salotti, 

essi ricostituire la dote della sposa.  

Una parte integrante di abbigliamento urbano sono stati creati 

in negozi di abiti locali, abiti e cappelli.  

Essa è stata anche associata con un aumento in arrivo Ganja 

altre nazionalità.  

Pertanto, più cambiamenti in abbigliamento marcato. Solo 

monili delle donne, come parte integrante di abbigliamento, 

lasciando la sua caratteristica nazionale.  

In questo momento erano decorazione alla moda sul petto, 

braccia, dita e vestiti. Un'altra caratteristica di attività artigianale 

in Ganja era suoi discendenti trasmissione ereditaria.  

Enfatizza gioiellerie ereditarie, tessitori, fabbricanti di tappeti, 

calzolai, vasai e muratori. Studio compiti artigianali rilevanti nel 

mondo moderno, nel senso di risolvere problemi professionali. 

Classi studiato di tessitura nazionale tappeti, gioielli, lavorazione 

della pietra e fino ad oggi sono intensamente sviluppate.  

E 'anche possibile adattare al periodo moderno e svilupparsi 

sulla base di antiche tradizioni già in via di estinzione antichi 

mestieri, come la ceramica e ricamo artistico.  

Zone tradizionali di artigianato sono fonte inestimabile e 

affidabile di studi culturali, gusto estetico, outlook del popolo 

azerbaigiano. E così il più importante dovere di etnografia come 

scienza, è quello di trasferire loro per le prossime generazioni  

3. Metodologia della ricerca  

a) A cavallo dei secoli XIX–XX in Ganja con più rapido 

sviluppo delle industrie come la ceramica (ceramica), la 

lavorazione del legno, lavorazione dei metalli, pietra viene 

indossato, tessitura di tappeti a causa di miglioramenti nella 

tecnologia e la tecnologia di produzione.  

Come sapete, Ganja è una delle più antiche città del Caucaso. 

Per secoli, la città si sviluppò in diversi settori del mestiere. A 

causa delle condizioni naturali e geo – strategica favorevole a 

Ganja sviluppo dei singoli rami del mestiere erano diverse 

caratteristiche.  
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b) E 'anche possibile adattare al periodo moderno e 

svilupparsi sulla base di antiche tradizioni già in via di estinzione 

antichi mestieri, come la ceramica e ricamo artistico.  

Zone tradizionali di artigianato sono fonte inestimabile e 

affidabile di studi culturali, gusto estetico, outlook del popolo 

azerbaigiano. E così il più importante dovere di etnografia come 

scienza, è quello di trasferire loro per le prossime generazioni.  

4. Conclusioni e raccomandazioni Mestiere del metallo è uno 

dei principali settori del mestiere di Ganja. Durante la seconda 

metà del XIX e XX secolo metalloobrabatyvanie sviluppate con 

grande velocità e l'introduzione accelerata del reato in questa 

zona.  

Attraverso lo sviluppo di scavo, elementi ornamentali 

decorativi, Procurement e il miglioramento di abilità tecnologica è 

stato osservato immediatamente e industrie artigianali nel settore 

gioielleria, e la professione di calderai, così come in incisione.  

In relazione a tale parte dei prodotti artigianali utilizzati nella 

vita quotidiana e come arma. Avevano grandi laboratori e prodotti 

di alta qualità fabbricati qui.  

Essi sono utilizzatinon solo dalla gente del posto, ma anche 

venduti ad acquirenti in altre regioni. Gli stranieri pagano ingenti 

somme per i prodotti raffinati di questo antico mestiere di Ganja.  

I principali esempi di questi settori Ganja durante il XIX–XX 

secolo erano caldaia, brocca, vassoio (in particolare – "medzhmei" 

– un grande vassoio di rame), blu (misure secondarie vassoio di 

rame) Nimich (piatto di rame decorativo), diversi tipi di armi e 

gioielli. 

Oltre a queste industrie artigianali in Ganja sui secoli XIX–

XX evoluti tale professione folk tradizionale come la lavorazione 

del legno, tessitura, annuendo classi materia, sellai, ecc Questi 

industria artigianato sono considerati importanti studi storici ed 

etnografici del passato fonti di Ganja e di sviluppo.  

Studio compiti artigianali rilevanti nel mondo moderno, nel 

senso di risolvere problemi professionali.  

Classi studiato di tessitura nazionale tappeti, gioielli, 

lavorazione della pietra e fino ad oggi sono intensamente 

sviluppate.  
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Basato su una ricerca etnografica condotta da noi nel periodo 

2012–2017 ha rivelato alcuni nuovi argomenti per la comunità 

scientifica ed i fatti riguardanti lo sviluppo dei mestieri 

tradizionali in Ganja durante la seconda metà del XIX inizi XX 

secolo.  

Come sapete, le attività di ricerca etnografica e mestieri 

industrie è molto importante come un modo per esplorare insieme 

con la storia e la cultura del popolo, nel corso degli anni si 

formano le relazioni politiche, economiche e industriali.  

Strettamente connesso con l'economia e la vita quotidiana 

della gente, le classi artigiane erano uno dei principali portatori di 

tradizioni nazionali. Ganja è una delle più antiche città del 

Caucaso.  

Per secoli, questa città hasviluppato diversi rami del mestiere. 

Inoltre, a cavallo dei secoli XIX–XX in città con più rapido 

sviluppo delle industrie come la ceramica (ceramica), la 

lavorazione del legno, lavorazione dei metalli, arte di pietra, 

tessitura di tappeti a causa di miglioramenti nella tecnologia, e la 

tecnologia di produzione.  

Va notato che in questo periodo lo sviluppo dei principali 

rami di artigianato tradizionale Ganja ha le seguenti caratteristiche 

distintive:  

Ceramiche avuto un ruolo importante nello sviluppo della 

città. Dal momento che, in questo periodo ci sono stati più di venti 

laboratori Ganja dove i rappresentanti di questo mestiere 

fabbricati di qualità, prodotti di creta a chiazze. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

 

Ganja city is situated on the west of Azerbaijan and Ganja is 

known as a motherland of such famous persons. Up to the end of 

Middle Ages, Ganja was one of the most resplendent and well-

known scientific and cultural centers of the East throwing down a 

challenge to Europe from both the economic and cultural point of 

view. Medieval historians called Ganja the last greatest urban and 

frontier point ("Sarhad dar al-mulku") in the North of the Moslem 

world.  

The carried archeological digs and historical sources refer 

the history of Ganja to the VII century B.C. Since the X–XI 

centuries A.D., the glory of Ganja, the city outliving the period of 

its economic and cultural development, flourishing and becoming 

mighty, spread from Kiev Russia to India, China and the whole 

East. The high-level organization of the defence system of Ganja 

with 300 thousand people of its population is a proof of rise of a 

level of its development.  

As the Arabian Caliphate was establishing, it subjected the 

Southern Caucasus to its influence. In order to rule over regions, 

the Caliphate used the Emirate system. In various periods, 

governors were called by various titles. The Arabian Caliphate 

called a governor as Amir. In order to rule Tiflis and 

surroundings, another emirate was established.  

Historical facts show that exactly in this area – in Eastern 

Georgia, majority of the population consisted of Azeri Turks. One 

of our most ancient sources "Kitabi – Dada Gorgud" proves this 

fact. At the same time, Tiflis Moslem Emirate kept close relations 

with the State of the Shaddadis existed in Azerbaijan at that time. 

Being a Turkish-Islamic Union, the State of the Shaddadis (an 

ancient Azeri state) including the Seljugs (a Central Asian 

empire), prevented the conquest of Western Azerbaijan lands by 

Georgia and its protector – Byzantium for a long time.  
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In 1054, after conquering Azerbaijan, the Seljugs feudalized 

both the State of the Ravvadis and the State of the Shaddadis. 

Ganja also became a vassal of the Seljugs. The well-known Ganja 

Gate was prepared in the period when the State of the Shaddadis 

was a vassal of the Seljugs. Afterwards, as a result of the collapse 

of the Caliphate, the Tiflis Moslem Emirate became independent.  

Development of some local handicraft branches in this city 

historically offered necessary facilities for progress of civilization 

culture:  

I. Pottery and brick production The formation of pottery on 

the territory of ancient Ganja is concern to the stages of ancient 

history.  

Basis on research works carried out by the various persons in 

XIX century and expertsarcheologists at the beginning of XX 

century in oldruins of the city and surrounding areas there were 

found different samples of pottery.  

First of all, there have been discovered, that initial ceramic 

production in Ganja and its surrounding regions are belong to the 

VIII-VII millennium BC. From the history point of view, these 

ancient clay vessels, belonging to the Neolithic stage, are differing 

from the pottery samples of the neighboring ethnic in number 

characteristics.  

These differences are seen in preparing technology, also in 

the area of external surface decoration.  

From the construction point of view, samples of pottery, that 

concern to Antique period, also to the period of Hellenism in 

Ganja, differed in various forms:  

1. Pictorial vases. 

2. Ceramic figures. 

3. Connected dishes. 

Pottery dishes, that concern to the first stages of Middle 

Ages of Ganja, are differing from the ceramic samples of Antique 

period in two features:  

1) On shape.  

2) For preparing techniques. Potter's products of the Early 

Middle Ages of Ganja and its regions for their technical 

characteristic are divided into 2 major groups:  
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I. Glazed ceramic products.  

II. Unglazed ceramic products. 

The main types of samples of ancient clay toys in Ganja 

regions are the follows:  

1. Rattle. 2. Zoomorphic figures. 3. Toy dishes. The end of 

middle Ages and New Period.  

In this historical period in Ganja and its regions ceramic has 

following kinds: 1. Building ceramic materials. 2. Unglazed 

ceramic products. 3. Glazed ceramic products. Construction 

ceramics: For Middle Ages and New period among pottery 

products of Ganja ceramic samples as clay construction materials 

have great importance. First of all, glazed bricks that used in 

construction of most buildings in the XVII–XVIII centuries, and 

also in great monuments and the main construction material-air-

dried bricks, attracted attention.  

During this period, using of baked brick has been widened 

and their standard sizes were as follows:  

25 x 24 x 5 sm; 25 x 25 x 5 sm.  

In addition to the found samples in residential areas as a 

result of archaeological excavations, also were found a lot of brick 

spoilages. According to such kind mass finding of brick spoilages, 

we can make the conclusion, that the bricks used in construction 

of buildings in Ganja, were wares of local production.  

Bone processing.  

In middle ages in spheres of gentle and applied art, Ganja of 

inhabitants of territory, in agriculture life bone was widely 

applied. Bone products, raw materials that found during 

investigations in and around Ganja prove, that time bone 

processing separated from other spheres of craftsmanship.  

Osteology analysis prove, that most of samples are prepared 

from the bone of bull, caw, deer among big horde animals and 

sheep, goat, boar among little horde animals. 1. Only deeding 

investigations in Mingechaurs there were found a lot of samples 

of combs, agriculture instruments, art and other bane things. Such 

kind of bone samples also were found in monument complexes 

territory of Injachay and Kerpijly in Goranboy region during 
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excavation. Art samples and dice for playing nard, found in 

territory Shatal, also attracts our attention.  

These samples of art make more ancient history of city 

culture of Azerbaijan and in whole play nard. There were found 

knife handles, rare geometrical decorations, samples of pipe and 

other instruments here. 2. During excavations there was found 

bone products that used as raw materials and cutting with pipe.  

Monument, that including to Borsunlu Complex is finishing 

with small wheel desk from bone and two omlets, prepared from 

teeth of boar. In this period also were prepared such kind of 

agriculture instruments as wood shovel, rake and etc. But they 

didn’t reach nowadays.  

Materials and Methods Masonry and stone treatment: Ganja 

and its surrounded territory are also rich with different stones.  

In Complex Borsunlu there are grinding stones with hole for 

hanging and mace plead, prepared from grey marble in form of 

pear. Borsunlu mace is differing from all other monument’s mace 

of Azerbaijan. Maces in form of pear mostly we can see in 

complexes in the North Iran and South Turkmenistan, that 

concern to the second half of second thousand BC. Among 

archaeological equipment there have been found two big boards 

from stone “camel eyes”.  

Base – columns, capitals, that are symbols of irreplaceable 

art, part of columns, different man monuments, masonry art 

symbols, that have Ganja, agriculture and religious meaning, 

especially grave monuments and phalluses, collections of different 

colored (red, brown, black, grey and other rare colored) stamps 

and symbols of decorations, that were found in Azerbaijan during 

archeological investigations prove it.  

The best samples of monuments, that concern to stone 

treatment are consists of column props, mill and gridding stones.  

In whole there were founded in and around Ganja a lot of 

samples, that concern to X century. They are consisting of stone 

figure, mills and column props. But stone equipment, found in 

Ganja, Shamkir and Shatal prepared from mill and candlestick. 

Mill is usually prepared from volcanic, quartz, limestone and 

basalt.  
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They used for grinding seed, millet, slot and for other aims. 

We meet mostly mill stones, scales and pumice stone in stone 

treatment. At the same time there were use3d hewed stones for 

decorating buildings. In this period there were prepared 

decorations from precious stone.  

Different colored stone samples and agreements, that found 

in monuments of Shamakhi, Barda, Mingechaur, Gakh, Ismayilli, 

Guba and other regions are the best symbols of art, painting, 

religion, heroism and art themes of Azerbaijan. Such kind of 

fleece monuments have been found in village Gurzalilar of 

Goranboy region, in Goygol, Dashkesan and Samukh and 

investigated here.  

It is interesting, that from the workshop of these monuments 

have been found instruments of masters and samples of raw-

materials. All these aspects show, that inhabitant of Middle Ages 

in and around Ganja from the ancient period did masonry, 

gridding and stone treatment.  

This sphere of art in developed middle Ages could be in high 

level. And rare magnificent architectural monuments in and 

around Ganja that stay till nowadays, prove it.  

From the point of view silkworm breeding development and 

its preparing technology there were two main forms of 

production: so-called raw silk weaving and felt weaving. In this 

important technological processes it has such kind of production 

stages as cocoon opening, silk initial processing ,preparing of raw 

silk, weaving technology, painting and decoration. In the ancient 

Ganja during the stage of the Middle Ages the great progress of 

silkworm was represented by raw silk weaving.  

For this reason, on the basis of local traditions production of 

delicate silk textiles from raw silk.  

There were made such kind of important samples of art as 

atlas and kelaqai (silk kerchief). We must pay attention to the 

moment that differs from the other silk fabrics, kelaqai was 

prepared by specialists. But distinctly of production of raw silk, 

that was city silkworm breeding and was man activity, felt 

production was woman work.  
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In Ganja, that know as the ancient cultural center, the saddle-

making handicraft differed from others with rich old traditions. 

First time preparation of the vehicles was house profession. But 

afterwards saddle preparation needed of qualified skilled masters, 

so a new type of art saddle-making, started to form.  

Historically the traditional art of saddle-making in Ganja 

developed in direction of cargo and passenger saddle making. The 

art of saddle-making within the local saddle-types and their 

components were determined on a specialization.  

The production of cargo or pack-saddle a rule was engaged 

by packsaddle maker. For this reason, in most cases, the 

profession was called trade of pack-saddle maker.  

Afterwards military, economic and transportation 

significance of hoarse was decrease, the demand for goods of 

saddle-making also was decrease. The reason of primitive saddle-

making decreasing was wide sale of cheaper factory products. 

History and art of Azerbaijan people as rich and colorful as 

its nature. On decorations of this descriptive art are reflected 

spiritual world, living style, customs and traditions of our nation. 

These pearls of art on material preparing and processing 

techniques are divided into different kinds. Among these types 

of craft metal treatment is mostly developed and has ancient 

history. Abundance of local raw materials created favorable 

conditions for development of metal treatment from ancient times. 

In general, in the third millennium BC there was high culture 

of the Bronze Age in our country, and in the first millennium 

transition period from Bronze Age to Iron Age began. In that 

period in Azerbaijan there were appeared several branches 

of metallurgy treatment.  

There is no any source about glass production in and around 

Ganja.  

The majority of archaeologists agreed with the idea, that the 

homeland of glass production is ancient Egypt, but the famous 

English archaeologist, Egyptologist Petri Flinders thought, that it 

could be Mesopotamia or the Caucasus. Taking into account that 

cobalt, used in glass coloring wasn’t in Egypt, the scientists 

thought that, it could be in the Caucasus, also in Dashkesan. 
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Samples of glass decorations, of BC, we met in the patterns 

of Ganjachay, Mingechevir, Xachbulaq and others.  

In these areas, the first centuries BC were found in samples 

of the glass plate.  

Among the materials of Borsunlu Complex are differ with 

number of beats in majority and form. In III–V centuries, the local 

craftsmen themselves also became to produce better-designed 

containers. Among the local clay and glass utensils that found in 

and around Ganja there were big similarity in the form and also in 

the decoration.  

All the glass dishes found in and around Ganja are similar 

with the local clays on decoration of that period. Glass dishes 

were containing of Iron, cobalt, magnesium and other elements, 

that were specific elements for Ganja and its surroundings.  

The development history of this sphere of craftsmanship can 

be determined only through archaeological research. Results 

of archaeological excavations in the territory of Azerbaijan and 

research show that in the preparation of glass utensils were two 

technical methods: casting method and the method of blowing. 

The first of these methods is more ancient, but in the Early Middle 

Ages and Middle Ages were used both of them.  

Produced glass alloys were transparent colored. By the 

addition of dusts of various metals in glass alloys people got 

colored glasses. We can see also to get her with different tinted 

green glasses also parts of blue, black and pink colored glass dish 

in sections of IX–X century in Shatal and Ganja. In IX–X 

centuries appeared dishes, that had handle and spout. 

At the beginning of X–XIII centuries development 

of production of glass in and around Ganja characterized by 

improvement from the technology point of view. Archaeological 

researches show, that outside of the cities in the VIII–IX 

centuries, also big settlements were established.  

In Ganja during centuries the saddle-making handicraft 

differed from others with rich and ancient typical crafts traditions 

and art of saddle-making within the local saddle types, its 

components were determined on a specialization. Production of 

cargo or pack-saddle a rule was engaged by pack-saddle maker 
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and the profession was called trade of pack-saddle maker. 

Afterwards military, economic and transportation significance of 

hourse was decrease, the demand for goods of saddle-making also 

was decrease then.    

But today, the pearl of the East – Ganja, the center of 

centuries-old moral values, the first capital of the Democratic 

Republic in the East, has returned its majesty and is proudly 

developing at a high pace. Ganja city, which located on an altitude 

of 400–450 meters above sea level, is situated on the west of 

Azerbaijan, 375-kms to the west from the capital city Baku, on 

Ganja-Kazakh plain, that located in the Kura-Araz lowland, at the 

foot of the Lesser Caucasus on the north-east. Ganja is situated in 

the Western part of Azerbaijan and has more than 4000 years old.  

During centuries in this ancient cultural and scientific center 

developed different branches of craftsmanship. Scientific and 

archaeological researches have proved that Ganja was cradle of 

science and culture not only of Azerbaijan, but also of the whole 

East. Ganjabasar is one of the richest areas from archaeological 

point of view. As a result of archaeological investigations here 

were found samples of material culture that concerned to 

the stages of different history period. Today most of them are kept 

in various museums of the world.  

The flint tools, that found in Gillikdag workshop and camp 

around Ganja, ladle, that were found by a prominent Azerbaijani 

archaeologist Isag Jafarzadeh, give the reason to say, that people, 

who lived in this area in VII–VI millennium BC were 

the founders of the Late Stone Age culture.  

Archaeological investigations prove that in this period 

the main population of this region had sedentary lifestyle and 

were engaged with farming.  

Wood treatment and trade of ornamentals: In the territory of 

Azerbaijan the oldest samples of wood treatment were found in 

the territory of ancient Ganja. Around Ganja area – in the region 

of Lake Goy-gol in the IV–III millennium BC have been 

discovered wooden thicker board, also wooden sugar bowl, that 

concern to the end of the II millennium BC, found in Mingechevir 

pitcher grave are material evidences of science thoughts.  
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Along with the works and notes of medieval authors and 

travelers, a lot of material samples, found in the territory of 

ancient Ganja, also found in Mingechevir and concern to Middle 

Ages trough, ladle, wooden threshing board, shows that in Ganja 

wood treatment and sculptor art have a rich tradition.  

Wood treatment products historically have been represented 

in various fields of social and cultural life in Ganja:  

1. Kitchen appliances: trough, quadruped, rolling-pin, mortar 

and pestle, ladle, spoon, trough. Ganja kitchen with its national 

characteristics is differs from other regions of Azerbaijan.  

The cooked dishes, prepared sweets, sherbet (sweet drink) 

are differing for their tasty and manufacturing technology.  

Ganja has a positive impact on national food composition in 

the human body, is the health service. In Ganja relationship ties 

are very strong.  

It is the tradition of Ganja people to often visit relatives, and 

to share their sadness and happiness. In whole Ganja’s traditions 

are leading to spiritual pureness, they are collection of 

the universe laws to perfection, way of nation. Until the middle of 

the twentieth century, the city was ruled by elders, elders played 

a role of bridge between the people and official government 

agencies.  

The most important of customs and traditions is forgiveness. 

During transaction people give each other forgiveness. If 

the patient going to die also people give him forgiveness and 

receive from him forgiveness.  

So they say:  

"Without forgiveness will not be blessed". Neighborly 

relations are kept and preserved strictly in Ganja. People don’t 

buy a house, before they interesting in neighbor’s character. They 

say: "Don’t buy house, buy neighbor; "the nearest neighbor to 

distant relation." In Ganja relationship ties are very strong. It is 

the tradition of Ganja people to often visit relatives, and to share 

their sadness and happiness.  

"If also relative will eat each other’s meat, they won’t 

dispose each other’s bone," – they said. It is important to know 
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that one of the areas of initially appeared human civilization was 

an integral part of Azerbaijan, the historical land of the city Ganja.  

Scientific and archaeological researches have proved that 

Ganja was cradle of science and culture not only of Azerbaijan, 

but also of the whole East.  

Ganjabasar is one of the richest areas from archaeological 

point of view. As a result of archaeological investigations here 

were found samples of material culture that concerned to the 

stages of different history period. Today most of them are kept in 

various museums of the world. The flint tools, that found in 

Gillikdag workshop and camp around Ganja, ladle, that were 

found here, give the reason to say, that people, who lived in this 

area in VII–VI millennium BC were the founders of the Late 

Stone Age culture. Archaeological investigations prove that in this 

period the main population of this region had sedentary lifestyle 

and were engaged with farming. 

In V millennium BC in Ganja region all known to us 

domestic animals were domesticated.This fact is approved with 

osteology remainders that were found during archaeological 

excavations. The anonymous author of the article "Russian city" 

gave the schedule indicating the date of cities of the South 

Caucasus, also of Azerbaijan. And here he matched, that Ganja 

was founded in II century BC – IV centuries.  

The same words, that match, that Ganja is older than Barda 

and Beylagan prove Gagemeyster’s information and conception, 

that says  

"At a short distance from Barda another city was also 

flowering, which at the time of destruction substituted it. It was 

Ganja city.  

Their origin, probably, was the same ... ". The majority of 

historical monuments, that are demonstrate the 4000 thousand 

year history of Ganja, which is the national wealth of our people, 

today gain unique place in the expositions of world’s museums. In 

state and private museums of Metropolis, Munich, Berlin, 

Hamburg, Louvre, Paris, Moscow, St. Petersburg and other cities 

rare and valuable exhibits, that concern to the history of ancient 

Ganja are preserved.  
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Ganja, one of the oldest cities of the East with a centuries-

old history, connecting the north-eastern slopes of the Lesser 

Caucasus mountains (ancient Ganja mountains) with the expanses 

of the Kura-Araks lowland, is located in a picturesque corner of 

Azerbaijan with a temperate climate, fertile lands, rich water 

resources. It is important to note that 9 of the 11 climatic zones 

exist in this ancient land. Historically, Ganja has always had a 

favorable geopolitical location and played an important role in the 

cultural and economic life of Azerbaijan. This city was built on 

the Great Silk Road, which connects Asia with Europe.  

Most of the natural and geographical conditions, plenty 

water of rivers, fertile land, rich ore deposit, fuel, wood materials 

used for construction and craftsmanship, colored plants for getting 

color and natural caves allowed the first people to live in this area 

in the Late Stone Age.  

Ganja, that has changed its location at least 4 times since its 

establishment, is located in a favorable position from the strategic 

point of view.  

That why it always has been the center of attention of 

foreigners. Ganja, that was the victim of a terrible earthquake 

many times, also was the subject of attacks of Mongols, 

Kharezms, Georgians, Arabs, Russians and other invaders. Ganja 

has turned to the arena of war damage of different countries of the 

world .But in spite of it didn’t shaken, and using the genetic 

power revived and developed, and rose to the level of great cities.  

Protection of independence and state traditions by Ganja’s 

people under Javad Khan’s direction and showing an example of 

heroism against aggressive Tsarist Russia is forming a glorious 

page of our history.  

In Ganja people mostly pay attention to realgeneration, 

family. If someone wants to marriage his son or daughter, he 

interests with generation and family of the opposite side.  

Sometimes, when families can’t pliable with each other, they 

say:  

"Our bone connected with their bone." When they speak 

about bone, they mean father’s line; about milk they mean 

mother’s line. In this way Ganja people were able to kept and 
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preserved pureness of generation. Ganja people are very strong in 

friendship. Also they can die for friend. Friend will pay all 

the needs of friend, will be his back-support. The equality in 

friendship is very important:  

«Show me your friend, and I will say you who you are. 

Ganja is famous for its hospitality.  

Most traditions of meeting guest are followed today. For 

guest in Ganja, as a rule, separated a special room – sitting room. 

This room is decorated with expensive carpets, put delicate 

dishes, silk bedding for the guest. For breakfast of guest put cream 

with honey. For dinner and supper are prepared delicious foods.  

Among them a plov seasoning with meat and lamb meat 

kebab are take a special place. Ganja people put all kinds of table-

blessing for guest. In addition they tell to guest kind words, and 

take to interesting places, worth visiting and pilgrimages.  

They never ask, when the guest will return. This act shall be 

considered as disrespect. "The guest is God’s guest ", – say Ganja 

people and meet the guest with honor, various gifts and send with 

respect.  

One of the more preserved customs and traditions of Ganja, 

that has deep historical roots, is the tradition of the wedding. 

Wedding, that full of rites and ceremonies is a whole holiday 

of elin. In this case, the close people, relatives are more active.  

The wedding took place in stages girl for so long everyone is 

happy. In the past there were various games, competitions and 

races in Ganja weddings. Now, some of these wedding are 

traditions are forgotten. Ganja didn’t have girl’s wedding.  

Instead of it, there was "Parchakesdi" (“piece cutting”) 

ceremony. "Parchakesdi" was replaced girl’s wedding. And now 

the tradition of cutting the girl's wedding piece is also preserved. 

Such traditions as “khınayakhdı”, “uchashi”, “evgordu” are live 

on nowadays. As all the parts of the world, mournful funeral 

ceremonies in Ganja hold very sadly. Relatives of dead man put 

on black clothes, don’t go to parties for a while, and don’t listen to 

music. The first day of man’s dead, third day, seventh day, 40th 

day and “adna” days (Thursdays) funeral ceremony is continue. 

Ganja’s funeral ceremonies can’t be without rose water.  
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Good smell of rose water eliminates man’s pain. When 

people live funeral ceremony, they give condolences to the owner 

of mourning. Also, it is necessary to teach the local national 

holiday’s traditions in Ganja.  

Khidir Nabi and Novruz holiday in Ganja are celebrated 

ceremonial. In holiday of Khidir Nabi people roast wheat, and set 

Khidir’s table. Then the flour of roasted wheat people put to secret 

room. Khidir Nabi comes at night, and put on finger to flour 

of roasted wheat. In house, which Khidir entered, there will be 

abundance. 

Ganja people are going to celebrate Novruz holiday within 

a month. They keep in order house a, different kind of sweets are 

prepared. Among them Ganja’s pakhlava take more attention.  

Pakhlava, which consists of nine layers, decorates tables. 

Eggs are colored; “nazik” (sweet bread) are cooked. Bearing 

a grudge are reconciled, people visit sick, lonely relatives. People 

skipped over the bonfire, goes to ear fortune telling, look fortunes 

in the water, visit and take holiday gifts branded girls, sick, 

elderly people.  

Ganja pakhlava can be cooked with nuts and almond. 

Contents of dough: flour, egg, sour cream, rose water. As usual 

pakhlava contains of twelve layers.  

We make 2 thins, in interm we cover it with oil then on each 

layer we put sugar powder, nuts and add stuffing which is made 

of cardamom.  

Then we colour our dough with liquid made of saffron. After 

it we cut our dough in the shape of rhombic and cover it with nuts 

and other things as you like. Corners we decorate with khash-

khash. Bakhlava is cooked in copper trays on the coal. On 

the cover we use syrup (honey, sugar powder). Irishte pakhlava is 

made of wheat flour and starch.  

With rose water liquid dough is made in round figures. As 

one layer Irishte is put, stuffing which is made of roasted nuts, 

sugar, cardamom is covered in thick form. Then irishte is put. We 

make it three times. Upper layer is cut in the form of rhombic.  
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The rhombic shape is decorated on the cover 

of irishtebakhlava from four sides with saffron, in the middle we 

add clove.  

Zilviya.  

Ingredients: flour, egg oil, yoghurt, starch. Liquid dough is 

made of these ingredients. Liquid dough with funnel in rounds is 

poured into vegetable oil. As it cooked in hot way we put dough 

into sugar and syrup in water. After 5 minutes the dough is 

extracted. As we represent the sun we use golden or red colours 

on liquid dough.  

Nazik.  

Ingredients: flour, sugar, saffron, butter, milk, egg, salt, yeast 

and ground coriander seeds, with these ingredients dough is made. 

We make dough balls in the shape of bread.  

Then we can cover it with almond-shaped button, 

dehreburni, nebati, and also draw the surface of dough balls with 

patterns in the shape of geometric figures of national ornaments.  

At last we cover the surface with egg and sow with khash-

khash, after that the dough is cooked in the oven. Shekerbura. 

Ingredients: flour, butter, egg, milk, rose water, yeast and salt. 

With these ingredients dough is made. Nuts in sugar powder, nuts 

or almond and ground cardamom are used for stuffing.  

Dough is cut in small pats. On each pat we use stuffing then 

wrap them up. After the corners are wraped up the surface 

of shekerbura is decorated with tweezers.  

We cook shekerbura within ten minutes in hot oven. Kete. 

Ingredients: flour, butter, egg, yoghurt and aromatize things. With 

these ingerdients we make dough. For stuffing it can be used 

butter, flour, sugar powder.  

Adding the stuffing into the dough in the form of roll we 

wrap it up and with special tool for these roll we cut the dough in 

rhombic forms.  

For the surface yolk can be used. Then it is cooked inoven. 

2. Transport means: sleigh, car, and ski. 3. Weaving tools: comb, 

face. 4. Household tools: harrow, wooden plow,threshing board, 

spade, wooden shouvel, pitchfork, rake. 5. Musical instruments: 

saz, ud, tar, chamahcha, tambourine, drum. Along with 
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the mosque Cuma (Shah Abbash),that constructed in 1606, local 

samples of trade ornamentals, that built in Sheikh Javad Khan 

Street, that have 3 century history and was built in the nineteenth 

century in building of Sheikh Nizami Ganjavi’s (1141–1209) 

representatives Sheikhzamanlylars property and, that was restored 

in 2011, are attractive especial attention.  

The craftsmanship of carpet-making is one of the important 

cultural achievements of the Eastern people in Azerbaijan 

production of carpets appeared during I millennium BC. But 

carpet–making in the first period of Middle Ages has turned to 

the independent sphere of craft.  

In Ganja, that has minimum 4000 years history, production 

of carpets differed with quickly development. In this ancient city, 

that is native land of great Azerbaijani poet and thinker Sheikh 

Nizami Ganjavi, were weaved very uncial, inimitable kinds of 

carpet.  

In Ganja, that has rich traditions, were prepared carpets with 

various characteristics. For this reason one of Azerbaijani carpet 

groups are Ganja carpets or (Ganja-Gazakh carpets). Pay attention 

that in Ganja namely local kinds of carpets-palaz (carpets without 

of pile) are weaved.  

These carpets that are producing by local inhabitants are 

differing with specific handicraft features:  

1. Ganja carpets are differing with pile.  

2. Thickness indicators of such kind of carpets with small 

number attract attention (25x30).  

3. Composition is more distinct and simple.  

4. Most of ornamental patterns have geometrical features.  

5. In coloring carpet samples were used bright colors.  

6. Local carpet masters skillfully used buta’s amatively 

patterns.  

The size of Ganja’s carpets begins from 3 square meters to 

10 square meters. There are 2 important carpets groups exist: 

1. Ornamental carpets. 2. Carpets with a plot.  

Majority of local wool products, richness of natural colors 

and existence professional carpet-making women made for quick 

development carpet making craftsmanship in Ganja and in its 
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surround territories. Just only in 1845 year there were produced 

2969 carpets in Ganja. Among them products of 1784 manats 

have been exported.  

Also, from Ganja province there were exported 23 thousand 

pod in 1886, 30 thousand 275 pod in 1889, 33 thousand 156 pod 

in 1893, and 37 thousand 228 pod in 1913 carpets by railway.  

One part of these qualitative Ganja carpets has been 

transported with Batumi part top Turkey to Istanbul, and from 

there to West Europe and North America. In whole at 

the beginning of IX–XX century the quality of carpet craftsmen 

were more than XX thousand.  

Such kind of carpets without pile as phalas, kilim, holdall, 

bead, verni, sumach, heybe, carpet-bag were different with 

qualities and colored ornamental elements. Especially we must 

say that Ganja carpets have always been valued for its quality and 

art characteristics.  

As the result of in IX–XX centuries most of Ganja carpets 

were showed in world in fluent exhibition. In 1850, 1852 and 

1912 years in Tbilisi, in 1896 – in Nizhny Novgorod, in 1900 year 

in Paris, in 1911 year in Turn Ganja carpets were showed and 

highly in international exhibition. Nowadays, Ganja’s carpets are 

kept in authoritative museums of world, and also in collection 

of different people.  

The studying of Ganja’s carpets for art characteristics quality 

form science point of view is very important for investigation 

heritage of world culture. 
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